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EDITORIAL STATEME
Tie Forty-Niner has a long history. It
?egan as the magazine of the 49th
Battalion on active service in the First
World War, and was published intermittently
through that conflict. Publication ceased
following the Armistice, to he resumed nearly a
decade later by the 49th Battalion Association.
Although it has remained an Association
publication ever since, it has always included
news for the whole of the Regimental Family.
That trend has gathered momentum in recent
years. This issue introduces changes to further
the objective.

It is a sad commentary on the regard paid to
unit artefacts in the past that the bass drums of
the 49th Battalion and the 1st Battalion, The
Edmonton Regiment, featured in this year's
cover had to be rescued from flea markets!
We hope that as the Museum progresses,
more treasures from the Regiment's past will
find their way to display in a place of honour.

Quirky tradition

This issue continues the tradition begun
with the first issue of spelling Fortyniner
without a hyphen on the cover, Forty-Niner
with a hypen inside.
Call it a Regimental quirk, if you will, but
we
see no need to correct at this late date what
We are embarking on the publication's fourth
was
probably the error of some English printer
cover design. The first design, drawn by unit
in the first instance.
artist George Brown, depicted a First World
There is more use of the colour photographs
War soldier going into combat, and lasted
which were so successful in last year's producthrough to issue 30 in January 1940, the first
tion, and a return to advertising within these
issue of the Second World War.
The second issue in that conflict, issue 31 in pages.
Commercial content was a feature in the
July 1940, introduced the second cover, showForty-Miner
at the outset, and was prominent
ing soldiers from both wars in profile, standing
in the revived magazine of the inter-war years.
at attention, rifles at the slope.
Recently
it disappeared entirely.
Issue 45 in July 1947 introduced the third
We
have
continued the process of restoring
cover with which most of us are familiar, its
it to help defray costs and enable us to put out
artistic symbolism stressing two active service
the
quality product the Regiment deserves.
units a generation apart, their work in war
done, making the transition to peace. Over the
half century of the third cover design's use, the
life of the unit has been the part-time soldiering
of militia during peace.
To turn out this issue, the Association has
embarked on a partnership with The Edmonton
The new cover gives no emphasis to any
Sun, whose staff have looked after sale of
particular time or aspect of the Regiment's
advertising, content layout, and production.
history. Each issue will feature a different
photograph illustrating some aspect of the
Content of articles and full editorial control
Regiment's life, past or present.
remains with our Association.

New cover design

Partnership
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THE REGIMENTAL FAM

Affiliated RegimentPrincess Patricia's
Canadian Light Infantry

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
Colonel-in Chief - The Right Honourable, the
Countess Mountbatten ofBunna, CD, JP, DL
Honourary Colonel - R.W. Chapman (relinquished appointment during past year)
Honourary Colonel - R.S. Matheson, CM, QC
Honourary Lieutenant Colonel - R.S. Matheson,
CM, QC (relinquished appointment during past
year)
Honourary Lieutenant Colonel - S.A. Mactaggart,OC
Commanding Officer - Lieutenant Colonel G.G.
McLean, CD (relinquished appointment during
past year)
Commanding Officer - Lieutenant Colonel T.
Reaume, CD

Regimental Headquarters - Edmonton
1 st Battalion - Edmonton
2nd Battalion - Winnipeg
3rd Battalion - Edmonton

The 49th Battalion,
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
____Association____
Edmonton Branch
President - Captain C. Atkin, OMM, CD
B.C. Branch

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Band
Honourary President - Colonel J. Stone, OC,
Director of Music - Second Lieutenant M. Chute DSO, MC

President - D. Rogers

Affiliated Cadet Corps
1712RCACCEdson
1809 RCACC Edmonton
2638 RCACC Hinton
2645 RCACC Vermilion
2685 RCACC Whitehorse (wears Yukon Regiment insignia)
2748 RCACC Fort Smith
2850 RCACC Grande Prairie
2890 RCACC Slave Lake
Vegreville (presently part of 1809 R.CACC)

The Loyal Edmonton Regime
Museum Foundation

Director - Lieutenant Colonel L.E. Ahlstrom, CD
Deputy Director - Captain C. Atkin, OMM, CD

The House of Lords
An informal association of all former commanding
officers of the unit.

Allied RegimentEdmonton Regiment Associat
The Queen's Lancashire Regiment
President - Lieutenant Colonel B.D. Stanton, CD
Regimental Headquarters - Preston, England
First Battalion - Omagh, Northern Ireland
Fourth Battalion - Preston, Lancashire, England

Secretary - Colonel C.G. Marshall, OMM, CD
Membership restricted to former commanding
officers of the unit.
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE; EDM

THE 49TH BATTALION, THE LOYAL EDMONTON REG
It has been a busy year for the
Edmonton Branch ot the Regimental
Association. The Branch has been
active in raising public awareness of
the Regiment and of the reserve army.
The Association helped sponsor a
number of Canadian Forces Liaison
Council visit breakfasts at the Prince
ot Wales Armouries Heritage Centre
in Edmonton. The visits help
tamiliari:e employers and potential
supporters of the Reserves with the
duties, responsibilities, and training a
reservist is required to undertake. The
visits also make sure that the guests
understand the advantages ot
employing a reservist.
The breakfast in August culminated in a helicopter ride to Wainwright to see troops in the field tor a
summer training exercise.
In October the Branch held our
annual Reunion Dinner at the
Kingsway Branch of the Royal
Canadian Legion. More than ISO
members and friends of the Association attended. This was by tar one of
our most successful dinners in recent
years. The music started off with Vera
Lynn, some swing followed, then as
the crowd got younger we were
treated to disco. The men and women
of the Regiment outlasted us old
timers and were still dancing up a
storm at midnight.
That may explain why there were
so tew familiar faces on our fun walk
at 11 a.m. the next morning when our
Second Annual Regimental Volksmarch was conducted.
Who was amongst the first to
register? None other than World War
Two veteran Maurice White and his
wife. Maurice was raring to go but I

must admit his Missus looked like she
would rather have spent a little longer
in bed. The BBQ after the march was
well attended and afforded an
opportunity for individuals to visit the
Regimental Museum.
On December 27th a memorial
service was held at Edmonton City
Hall to commemorate the 55th
Anniversary ot the Battle of Ortona.
The service was intended to coincide
with similar services being held in
Ortona, Italy. The event was well
attended by members ot the Regimental Family, the Italian communitv
and the media. It culminated with the
raising of the Regimental Camp Flag
above Edmonton City Hall where it
flew for 10 days. The sen-ice will be
an annual event.
The Association has been active in
its support ot the Regimental Museum, providing funds for the
purchase of the linear storage system.
The money donated to the Museum
were the proceeds of the casino held
by the Association in 1998. About
$28,000 was contributed. The
Association is scheduled for a casino
in the third quarter of 1999 and will
be looking tor the usual number of
volunteers. So when the call comes
please remember to step forward and
help your Museum and Association.
A significant change this year, as
our readers will notice, is the face-lift
the Fortyniner has received. After
venerable service the traditional front
cover has been retired in favour of a
full colour display with a different
photograph each year. Our inspiration
in the evolution of our Regimental
journal was The l,ancashire Lad, the
highly successful Regimental journal

of our allied British regiment, The
Queen's Lancashire Regiment. I
would like to thank David Haas, our
editor, for the hard work and dedication he has shown in bringing
together what can only be described
as an outstanding production.
Perhaps the most important feature
of not only this year but last year as
well, is the increased interest by the
serving soldiers of the Regiment in
the Association. Without their
support the Association cannot grow
and prosper.
Despite this success, we as an
organization cannot rest. There are
countless members of the Regiment
who served between 1950 and the
early 1990s who are not members of
this Association. They must be
sought out and encouraged to renew
their ties with the Regimental Family.
As the membership of the Association grows so will our voice and the
impact that we can have on matters
that influence the future of our
Regiment.
Where does the Association go
from here? Is it enough to simply be a
fraternal organization, or should the
Association take an activist role in
protecting of the Regiment and
Canada's reserve army? Can the
Association afford not to take an
active role in ensuring the longevity
of our great Regiment? I believe we, as
members of the Association, must not
be afraid to vigorously lobby officials
at all levels of government to ensure
that The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
continues to serve Canada well
beyond the turn of the century.
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE: RC

THE 49TH BATTALION, THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT
December 1998 marked the 55th anniversary of the battle our functions. Our sympathy is extended to his wife Doris and
for Ortona. This campaign has been recorded as one of the
their family.
As the years go by it becomes urgent to record the experilongest continuous battles in which the Loyal Edmonton
Regiment was involved in World War II. It is one of the
ences of our veterans who are still left. One method is to send
proudest battle honours emblazoned on the Regimental
contributions to the Fortyniner publication. The maga2ine
provides a vital and indispensable link for us all, particularly
colours during that conflict.
On Christmas Day 1943, the Seaforths were able to hold the members who are unable to attend our functions. This
year we have a new Editor, Major David Haas, and I am sure
their Christmas dinner in Ortona at the Santa Maria di
Constantipole Cathedral, while The Loyal Edmonton Regi- he appreciates all the material sent.
ment had theirs out of mess tins while they continued the
tight. This Christmas a ceremonial dinner was held in the
same Cathedral, with six representatives from each regiment
Doug Rogers
participating in the battle. I understand The Three Rivers
Regiment initiated this proposal. Alonjohnson attended from
the B.C. Association.
This was also the year Colonel Stone was recognized by
having his name honoured in The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
Museum, through the creation of the Stone Gallery. Jim Stone
celebrated his 90th birthday on August 2. The following
message was sent to him on behalf of the BC Association.
"Our best wishes to you on your 90th birthday. The veterans
of the Regiment are proud to have been associated with you
and to have served under your command in the various
theatres of w''ar, and numerous campaigns during World War II.
Your individual prowess as a soldier and your leadership
qualities will be remembered as long as there's a veteran alive.
B.C. Branch is particularly fortunate you again demonstrated
your leadership when you took over the Association as it was
about to fold in 1976. Thanks to you it is still alive and well,
LEASING
although certainly not as lively as it was then. May you have a
SERVICE - PARTS
very happy 90th birthday."
BODY & PAINT
On a sadder note, Jack Childs, a longtime member of the
Regiment and the Association passed away in. May ot 1998, in
Duncan. Jack was a member of the Executive for many years
and was noted for his willingness to help. Decorating the
Fax
picnic site at Saxe Point each year, helping with die program 476-3381
and the music, acting as the bugler for all the events - w.-ho
1321597 St.,
will forget Jack playing "Come to the Cookhouse Door"?
Edmonton
Jack was always available to make the picnic the success it Toll free:
was. More recently Jack's health did not allow him to attend
1-888-299-3371

CE5EE3B

Edmonton^s Largest
Indoor Showroom

476-3371
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THE BAND BEAT

for a brief ceremony. At the conclusion of this parade Master
Tie Loyal Edmonton Regiment Band is a brass-reed
Corporal Michael Chute was called from the band ranks for
narching band. Its primary role is to provide musical
the announcement he had been commissioned in the rank of
@upport to local and area military functions and desigSecond Lieutenant to assume the position of Director of
nated civilian functions, in order to promote high morale,
esprit de coips, recruiting, and positive public awareness of theMusic.
The band also attended Remembrance Day at St. Albert
unit and the Canadian Forces.
with the unit, and played for the Officers' Mess Dinner in
The band grew signifiearly December, then again attended Edmonton City Hall on
candy over the past
cantly
past year,
year,
^^ The band
December 5, this time in green service dress, to play at the
adding eight members to
mf
Change
of Command ceremony when Lieutenant Colonel
bring the cun-ent strength to
OTgW t0 3 1
McLean
handed the Regiment over to Lieutenant Colonel
thirty-one.
,,
,
Through the year the band members OVCr the
Reaume.
The band appeared at several prestigious functions over the
was active in support of unit
functions. These included RClStyeUT.
the unit's April salute to
^fl
veterans at an Ortona
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
Gymnastics Club's international meet, and a June 6
performance at Edmonton City Hall tor a ceremony honouring veterans. Both these, functions were in full dress scarlets.
The band's next appearance at Edmonton City Hall was in
combat dress in October, when the unit exercised its Freedom
of the City with a parade to the cenotaph in front of City Hall

cc

STREET BAND
Clad in combat dress, the Band marches through Ed"
monton streets as the unit exercises its Freedom of the
City.
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THE BAND BE

CONTINUED FRO
past year, including playing the
National Anthem at the Edmonton Coliseum for an Oilers-Flames
hockey game in March, performing
for the Sir Winston Churchill
Society Annual Banquet, and
adding some music to the NewYear's Day celebrations at City
Hall.
There are several smaller
ensembles which add depth to the
hand. One group is the Drum
Line, which played several highprofile engagements during the
year, including the opening game
of the Oilers' season, and several
government and private ceremonies. There is also a five-piece
dance combo, which performed at
the RCMP Anniversary Banquet.

National Band
Over the past year, several
members of the band received
significant (askings. Five members
augmented the National Band of
the Naval Reserve, based in
Quebec City; this summer they
toured northern Ontario, Manitoba and Saskatchewan and
participated in the Nova Scotia
International Tattoo. Four members joined the Band of the
Ceremonial Guard, where they
performed the Changing of the
Guard Ceremony each day on
Parliament Hill and played at
numerous government and private
functions.
EARLY TRYOOT
Two band members successfully
Master Corporal Tanaka lets two year old Shae Jackson try onauditioned for positions with the
the band's ceremonial headgear after a performance at the Or- regular force, being accepted into
the Royal Canadian Artillery
tona Gymnastics Club's International meet.
(Detachment Edmonton) Band.
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THE RETIRING HONOURAR
G. Manning

Tie past year marked the retirement of Honourary
colonel Robert W. "Bob" Chapman after distinguished
service to the Regiment. His career, and his involveAs an Acting Sergeant he was for a w.'hile commanding his
ment with the unit, is a tour of Edmonton's past.
platoon, then a new officer joined the unit and took over the
He knew the Regiment's founder Major General William
platoon.
Griesbach. He was Ernest Manning's platoon sergeant when
The officer was Lieutenant Ernest C. Manning, who at that
the soon-to-be Alberta Premier was a wartime reserve officer
time was the Provincial Secretary in the Alberta cabinet, and
in the Regiment.
right hand man to Premier William Aberhart. Colonel
Chapman recalls Manning as a courteous, pleasant, retiring
personality, and a very kind gentleman. He respected ManColonel Chapman was born 7 April 1917 in Medicine Hat, ning personally, though opposing his political beliefs. At their
Alberta, but grew up in Edmonton where his father worked in first meeting Manning shook hands with him, then asked
insurance and real estate. He attended the old Glenora school whether he knew how to handle the platoon. Upon being
until Grade 6, then was sent to the private University School
for boys in Victoria. There he played scrum half on the third
CONTINUED ON PA
fifteen rugby team. The school maintained a cadet corps to
which students belonged, wearing uniform one day a week and
on special occasions.
After his school days, Colonel Chapman spent two years on
Resource Centre & Classroom
a management training course, then entered his father s
9842-60 Aven
insurance business, travelling around small towns visiting
insurance agents and inspecting facilities, including airports.
Visit our Web Pag
http://www.boreal.net
Among the aviation pioneers he met were the famed Grant
McConachie, "Wop" May, and Leigh Printnell. Colonel
write P.O. Box 7609
Chapman's personal qualities soon led to him becoming
Edmonton, AB T6H 5Y7
President of the Edmoiiton Jay Cees.

Eariv years

Boreal
Wilderness institute
Wilderness Navigation & survival Specialists

World War Two
After the outbreak of World War Two Colonel Chapman
signed up as a private in the reserve 2nd Battalion of the
Edmonton Regiment in January 1940. The Commanding
Officer was Lieutenant Colonel Walter Hale, in civil life the
Qty of Edmonton Postmaster, whom Colonel Chapman
recalls as a bluff and hearty man.
The Deputy Commanding Officer was Major G.D.K.
Kinnaird, a chartered accountant, and a great person.
The 2nd Battalion was seen as a source of potential recruits
for the Regiment's active service 1st Battalion, which had
gone overseas in December 1939. A great many did transfer to
active service, making promotion rapid in the reserve unit.
Colonel Chapman became a Corporal within a couple of
months, then Acting Sergeant. He says it probably did not
hurt that Major Kinnaird knew.' the Chapman family.
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THE RETIRING
HONOURARY COLONEL

Billy Griesbac

As a businessman, Colonel
Chapman's father knew "the
General", as our Regiment s
founder Billy Griesbach was known
around town. Their homes were
four blocks apart near what is now
the Provincial Museum, and their
oftices were close together in
downtown Edmonton. Colonel
Chapman himself knew the
General and his wife through
sports, as Mrs. Griesbach loved to
skate and play golf. Chapman
describes Major General Griesbach
as having an absolutely athletic
build, always well dressed, and
A month later he was called in walking alertly and quickly. Walkby the Commanding Officer, who
ing was his main exercise, he
was looking rather emban'assed.
walked regularly between his home
Chapman's brother Hugh Chapand office, using a fine gold handled
man was also serving in the unit,
cane or sometimes a small swagger
and it turned out a mistake had
stick.
been made in the Orderly Room. It
A lot ot people would wave to
was supposed to be his brother
the well known old soldier. Though
taking the course!
always very courteous, he appeared
Moreover, by this point Colonel gruff at first, and sometimes seemed
Chapman's medical situation had
to think he was still on parade; yet
caught up with him. His category he could wan-n up quickly. Colonel
was the lowest. Commissioning was Chapman recalls as president of the
out of the question, so was a
young men's club at his church,
transfer to the 1st Battalion.
inviting Griesbach to speak. The
Indeed, he would have to revert to general agreed, but told him dryly,
the rank of private in the reserves. "Chapman, this event scares me.
Discussing this with the Com- I've never talked to a group of
manding Officer, Colonel Chapyoung Christians before."
man pointed out that in civil life he
During the war, Griesbach
had been asked to be Vice Chairreturned to uniform. Colonel
man of the War Salvage organiza- Chapman recalls he threw everytion in Edmonton, and rather than thing he had into the task. It wore
be demoted he would prefer to be the old soldier out, ruined his
released and take up this task.
health. Major General Griesbach
Lieutenant Colonel Hale approved died of a heart attack, and Colonel
his honourable discharge. He left
Chapman says it was the war that
the Regiment in June 1941, after
killed him.
about 18 months service.

FROM PAGE 10
assured that he did, Manning told
him to stick close by and help.
Later, after the death of Premier
Aberhart, then Captain Manning
succeeded to the top position in
the province, and left the unit.

Sarcee
Colonel Chapman recalls twice
going down to Camp Sarcee, the
old ai-my training ground west of
Calgary. On one occasion the unit
went down by CPR train, leaving
about midnight and arriving at the
Palliser station around 0530 hours.
They then made the long march
out to Sarcee. Many of the troops
were wearing new boots, unifomns
being in short supply and only
gradually catching up with the
unit's needs. The Medical Officer
protested vigorously to the C.O.
after many troops arrived crippled
by the march; there were over 200
cases of blistered feet, the men had
to spend the next two or three days
oft" duty.

Officer training
Colonel Chapman was asked to
take officer training. At that time
the reserve unit paraded Wednesday nights and Saturday mornings.
The Officer Training Course ran on
Thursday nights and Sunday
mornings. He attended both sets of
parades. The course ran. for eight
months and he passed the final
exams.

CONTINUED ON PAG
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goals Colonel Chapman set himself was getting an
armouries built tor the unit, something he perceives
as a vital need. This turned into his biggest frustration, though he remains hopeful it may yet come to
pass.

THE RETIRING
HONOURARY COLONEL
FROM PAGE 11
Civilian career
Colonel Chapman continued his career in
insurance work, and took over the firm when his
father retired. In 1970 he sold out his interest.
Earlier, he had become involved in real estate, and
in car dealerships.
He had some involvement with civic politics in
Edmonton. His connection with Mayor William
Hawrelak led to terms as Chairman of the Development Committee for the Royal Alexandra Hospital,
then later as Chairman of its Board.
Premier Manning had obviously retained a respect
for his former Platoon Sergeant, as around 1960 he
sent a delegation of three provincial ministers to ask
Colonel Chapman to consider running for the
Social Credit parry', with the expectation of becoming Minister of Economic Development. Despite his
personal pleasure at the compliment, he declined.
Colonel Chapman became President of the
Edmonton Chamber of Commerce in 1968, then of
the Alberta Chamber in 1974.
Gradually he sold off many of his business interests, but is still active managing family holdings.

LIFE OF SERVICE
On top of honourable and useful military and civil
service to his country in World War Two, Colonel
Chapman has put in a decade of dedicated
service to the Regiment in his honourary roles,
going to bat for its interests when desired,
meeting with the troops, and attending numerous
ceremonial functions. We thank him for his
service.

LESTOCK DA
BYDOUGTHORLAKSON
Our annual picnic was held at Camp Hams this
year on Saturday, June 6.
A threatening forecast and forbidding skies greeted
the setup crew preparing the site.
The unit set up a modular tent with tables and
chairs "just in case" the weather really did turn nasty.
As our guests began to arrive it looked more arid
more like they would be forced into that tent.
Thankfully, the rain that had threatened all
morning never materialized and while it was a bit
windy spirits stayed high
The picnic was attended by around twenty
veterans along with forty to fifty past and present
unit members with their families.
It turned out to be a very nice affair with sports
played in the field and many an anecdote and a "do
you remember when" being passed around over the
traditional beverages.
Thanks go to Brougham and Caroline Deegan and
Claude Blais who contributed their cooking skills for
the day and only burned a few of the many hamburgers and hot clogs they prepared.
As the day began to wind down a guard began to
stand vigil over a campfire, singing regimental songs
and donating to the unit's recycling program.

Regimental return
Colonel Chapman's return to the Regiment began
when Brigadier Fred Jenner approached him and
asked him to become an Honourary Member of The
Loyal Edmonton Regiment. Later, then Commanding Officer Lieutenant Colonel Dave Nielsen and
former Commanding Officer Lieutenant Colonel Ed
Boyd approached him about becoming Honourary
Lieutenant Colonel. He agreed, and the appointment came through in 1988. Later he moved up to
Honourary Colonel in 1991, when it was decided to
return to the earlier practice of having someone
appointed to that position other than the Colonel of
the Regiment of the PPCLI.
In both honourary appointments, one of the main
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SLAVE LAKE CADETS
of The Loyal Edmonton Regitraining year with 12 cadets and
ment, as our reviewing officer. increased to the present 25. We
We had only six cadets on
have seven instructors, two of
parade, but what a parade! They whom are joining the Cadet
were the best. Lieutenant
Instructors Corps.
The 1997 and 1998 cadet
Colonel McLean commented
The corps has gone through
training year was a blast
rough sailing for the past year
for the 2890 corps.
and a half but the waves are
tt I have a
Throughout the year we worked
starting to subside and the future
closely with The Loyal Edmongreat stafflooks promising.
ton Regiment and our sister
Our coips has been on probacorps the 1712 Edson.
and a wonderful
tion for the last several years due
to the low numbers of cadets but
bunch of
this year we were removed from
the probationary stage. It has
kids to mm
been
a long struggle hut we are
During January we went to a
worJc with., yy
here
to
stay. As Commanding
northern lake doing map and
Officer I have a great staff and a
compass training and also some
about
the
cadets'
enthusiasm
and
wonderful bunch of kids to work
stress-relieving ice fishing. We
commitment after seeing them with.
had a great time catching fish
prior to the parade getting their
and eating our glorious IMPs.
uniforms in review order. The
Between 15 people more than
200 fish were caught, and alas no parade was a complete success.
The barbecue afterwards was a
one got lost.
I would like to thank the
Though our corps didn't have good wrap up for the training
following people and groups:
a range safety officer our affili- year.
Lieutenant Colonel Grant
ated unit came to our rescue. We
Mclean, Captain Ed Federation,
were able to access the great
Captain Chris Atkin, Sergeant
skills of Sergeant Finch who
Madoc Finch, the Slave Lake
made our range practices a great
On beginning the 1998 - 1999 Elks, Emil's Right of Way Clearand safe success. A job well
ing, the Royal Canadian Legion
training year we were lucky
done.
Branch Number 110, and the
enough to obtain sponsors fbr
Army Cadet League.
our corps. This brought in
As well, a special thanks to our
monies to support our projects
affiliated unit The Loyal Edmonand trips for the year.
ton Regiment for their time and
At our annual parade in June
professionalism. Working
we had the honour of having
together our future looks promisLieutenant Colonel Grant
Mclean, the commanding officer We started off the 98/99
ing.

BY LIEUTENANT
JJHL BROWN

Winter training

Deserved thanks

Corp sponsors

Annual parade

Ranks up
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YUKON CADETS
6585 RCACC WHITEHO
BY MAJOR LANCE
KOSCHZECK, CD
1997 news
roundup
First a round-out on news from
1997.
The corps began the 1997-98
training year by participating
with three other units in the
Yukon joint Field Training
Exercise at Watson Lake. The
following weekend, five cadets
travelled to Chip Lake, Alberta,
for Exercise Trail Blazer hosted by
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment.
In November the corps concentrated on supporting the Legion's
Poppy Campaign and observing
Remembrance Day.
Late in November the cadets
participated in their mandatory
winter field training exercise near
theWhitehorseWCSTC.A
Christmas dance and office cleanup party ended 1997.

Lieutenant Olsen instructs Yukon Regiment cadets on how
gear after erecting a five-person arctic tent.
team which went to the cadet
national biathlon championships
at Valcartier, Quebec in March.

HIVICS Whiteho
One cadet and one instructor
travelled to Victoria, B.C., to
attend the commissioning of
HMCS Whitehorse in April.
Also in April, two cadets
completed the National Star
Certification Examinatioiis in
Yellowknife.

Winter exercise

At the end of February, the
corps held a second winter
exercise.
In March five cadets from the
rifle team who qualified in the
regional mail-in competition
went to the regional side-by-side
shoot in Faro, Yukon Territory.
This year the hotel didn't burn
In January, five cadets attended down, as happened in last year's
the Northern Region cadet
competition in Fort Smith
biathlon competitions in YelN.W.T hosted by the 2748
lowknife.
RCACC there, another Loyal
Four cadets were selected for
Edmonton Regiment affiliate.
the six member Northern Region

Regional Biathlon
competitions

14

Dawson Cit
On the May long weekend, 1998
being the Centennial of the famous
Klondike Gold Rush, 18 cadets
visited Dawson City along with

CONTINUED ON PAG
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missioning and Freedom of the

were highly visible again during
the Legioii's Poppy Campaign
and Remembrance Day ceremonies. The corps competed in
the regional drill competitioii in
November.

FROM PAGE
14Collins School
City, the EH.

cadets trom the Yukon Regimeiit Graduation, and the Yukon
corps in Watsoii Lake and two Sourdough Rendezvous air show
and parade. Cadets also participated
other corps.
in orienteering races organized by
the Yukon Orienteering Association. Fund-raisers included bottle
drives, a car wash and community
Cadets visited HMCSWhiteclean-up.
horse in Skagway and helped set up
This high profile - and soine
for their Freedom of the Citywell-placed advertising - have
Parade in Whitehorse.
resulted in the corps doubling in
size this fall. The 50th cadet
enrolled in November!

Skagway

Ceremonial Review

Pipe band
At the beginning of the 199798 training year, the corps started
a pipe band which has been
practicing weekly- Fourteen
cadets are practicing their first
tunes with the Pipe Band,
instructed by Captain (Ret'd)
Gerry Piper and Major David
Rodnguez. Between support from
the Whitehorse Cadet Summer
Training Centre (WCSTC) and
fund-raising, we hope to have the
band equipped and playing in
time for our annual ceremonial
review. Highland dress will be
next year's project

Winter exercises

The 1997-98 training year ended
with the Annual Ceremonial
Review at WCSTC. Many cadets
Forty-two cadets attended the
then spread out to attend summer
first winter exercise, which
training in various locations.
involved moving to the bush
camp on foot with toboggan tent
groups and rucksacks. Cadets also
attended the Yukon joint exerDuring the training year cadets cise in Ross River where in
were highly visible in the commu- addition to receiving valuable
training they feasted on moose
nity, participating in many civic
and caribou all weekend.
events including Remembrance
Seven senior cadets attended
Day, the Governor General's visit,
Exercise
Trail Blazer at Chip
Canada Day, Canadian Heritage
Lake,
Alberta
in October. Cadets
Week, HMCS Whitehorse Com-

In the community
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Good shot
A biathlon team and an air
rifle team are also practising
regularly, and the coming months
will see cadets participating in
rifle and biathlon at the regional
level with a good "shot" at
reaching national competition
again this year.

The For^-Nmer

EDMONTON BRANCH ANNUA

THE 49TH BATTALION, THE LOYAL ED
8. Chris Atkin reported on the Regimental
The Edmonton Branch of The 49th Battalion, Tire
Loyci! Edmonton Regiment Association hekl its Annual Museum on behalf of Lee Ahlstrom. The flood
General Meeting on October 3, 1998, at the Kingsu'ay brought a lot of interested people forward to help.
Permanent damage was minimal due to the quick
Legz'on, Edmonton, Alberta.
response. The official opening still has to be set. Our
Museum is in great shape and we should be proud of
1. Chris Atkin opened the meeting at 1507 hours. ML
2. Two minutes silence for fallen comrades,
it. it.
3. Bill Shaw read the list of those who had passed
/ A vote of thanks tor the tremendous amount of
work
done by the Museum was moved by Keith
on.
wo:
4. The minutes of the 1997 meeting were read,
WaWakefield, seconded by Sam Lenko, carried.
Chris Atkin moved acceptance of the report,
acceptance moved by Lem Mundorf, seconded by
C
seconded
by Vince Westacott, can-led.
Kevin Raper, carried,
sec'
5. There was no correspon9. Lieutenant Colonel Grant
fp^mpnt McLean gave his report on the
dence.
,4
Assessment
6. Doug Thorlakson gave the
ff ^^
ASSCSS
segment ^^ ^_ ^.^ ^ ^ ^ ^
financial statement, our year end @@
CISeS
Went Regiment is doing well.
mmexercise
exercises
went
will be changed to August 31
n j
A LA
Assessment exercises went well
well
andhad
we had
every vear to match our meeting,
well ana
ind we
^ ^ ^ ^ ^g^ mustering

St

USthe highest musATS^ ,%% the. ^ mus-

@^ troops at the first exercise.
Our Honourary Colonel, Bob
in donations and memberships, tering
of of
troops
at S at
tering
troops
@ w Chapman, is stepping down after a
at mm
We made a profit of$112 from the ^I,g fivst pvpvci^eise. W memorable time with the Regiment
dinner last year.
and will be replaced by Bob Mathe-

f9

We are down $3,400 on our
son.
new statement because todays income will show up
C Good luck and thanks to both men.
in August 1999. The 1999 advertising revenue will
S Sandy Mactaggart has been proposed as the new
be increased. Acceptance of the report moved by
Ho Honorary Lieutenant Colonel. Grant has started an
Doug Thorlaksen seconded by Paul Cote, carried,
advadvisory council to help the CO draw special talents
from our soldiers.
7. Editor David Haas reported on The Fortyniner. froi
David commended lan Edwards for the excellent job 7 The Regiment has the highest number of affiliated
cadet corps in Canada. We are starting a new corps
he did as past editor. He w"ants to continue with lan's cad
use of color photographs and increased advertising, ininI Evansburg.
There will be a change in the cover inspired by the T The Regimental Band is doing well. We have a
new RSM, MWO Keith Mundorf, who will be
regimental magazine of our Allied regiment in Great nev
promoted to CWO. Our new CO will he Major Tom
Britain,
pro
Reaume, who will be promoted to Lieutenant
Kevin Weidlich added to the report by discussing Re,;
the production and profit sharing agreement the
Col Colonel.
Fortyniner has entered into with the Edmonton Sun T The change of command parade will be at Edmonton City Hall the first Saturday in December. Lieunewspaper,
ton
tenant Colonel McLean thanked even-one for their
We will be able to send out a greater number of
ten
issues to other interested military people. Acceptance sup
support.
of the report moved by Mario Morin, seconded by
Ralph Craven, carried.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 17
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President- Chris Atkin
Vice President - Bruce Zawalsky
Past President - Wally Ross
Secretary- Lem Mundorf
Treasurer- Doug Thorlakson
Members at large:
David Haas
Vince Westacott
Jack Toy
Kevin Weidlich
John Matthews
Alan Jackson
Bill Shaw
Mario Morin
Rollie Castagner
Maurice White
Mel McPhee
Keith Wakefield.
13. Mark Zuehike, an author, will be writing a
book about the Battle of Ortona and will be chatting
with veterans during the evening.
14. The Volks March will take place at 1000 hours
on October 4, with a barbeque to follow at the
Prince of Wales Armouries at 1230 hrs.
15. Mike Antoniuk spoke of the closing of the
bank account in Grande Prairie with the funds
split evenly between the Fortyniner and the
Grande Prairie branch of the Royal Canadian
Legion.
Mike Antoniuk moved to adjourn.

EDMONTON BRANCH AGM
FROM PAGE 16
Acceptance of the report moved by Bruce Zawalsky, seconded by Kevin Raper, carried.
10. Funding has been received for the reconciliation trip to Ortona for six of the participants in the
battle.
The names entered will be drawn from a hat. They
will be departing December 19. Ester Bowen wanted
the veterans to return a candle stick to the church at
Ortona.
Wally Ross said a request has been made by the
operators of a small chapel near the church for a
paint job to promote good will.
Chris Atkin described the Ortona graphics book
which will come available tor purchase at $25 by
members of our Association, and $39 for members ot
the public at large.
11. Notice of motion having been given, it was
moved by John Matthews, and seconded by Ed Boyd,
that articles 4.1,4.2, 4.3, 4.8.1, 5.4 of the Association
Bylaws be amended.
(Details of amendments not reproduced here.)
Carried.
12. Wally Ross moved the election of the following slate of officers, seconded bv Vince Westacott,
carried:
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RC BRANCH ANNUAL GENE

THE 49TH BATTALION, THE LOYAL E

Minutes from the Annual General Meeting of the B.C. to come! At this time I wish to extend a specific
Branch of The 49Held October 21,1998. m the Barkley welcome to our Past-President John, and Mrs.
Room of the Executive House Hotel, Victoria, B.C.
Dougan, to Major General Kitching, and to Charles
Austin "Ozzie" Rivers, representing the Seaforth
Highlanders of Canada Regimental Association. I
also want to introduce our piper, Alan Mitchell,
Alan grew up in Edmonton and joined the navy
The Meeting and Luncheon were held with 47
during World War II. Our Honorary President,
members and guests in attendance. (Garry Browne,
Colonel Jim Stone sends his regards and wishes you
Doris Petley, Doug Burns, Jack and Joyce Jeffrey, Jack
all a very enjoyable luncheon. Brigadier the Honand Dorothy DeLorme, Garrett and Debbie Deourable Budge Bell- living had planned to attend,
Lorme, John and Rie Dougan, Bruce, Jacky, Elisabeth
but suffered a fall recently and broke several ribs. Ed
and Lindsay Smith, Les and Alan Duncan, Jack
Bradish, also planned to come with two guests;
Haley, Ron and Shirley Hill, Al Johnson, Doris
however he was summoned into hospital for a
Cunliffe, Mickey Macdonald, Alee and Mary Kopreviously postponed knee operation instead. I'll now
huch, George Kitching, Keith and Joie MacGreggor,
call upon our Honorary Padre, Kent Rogers, for the
Jack and Dorothy McBride, Jessie
Act ot Commemoration."
Middleton, Shirley MacGillivray,
^^
Qny
Following the Act of CommemJim and Nonna Musgrove, Phyllis
W
oration, our Honorary Padre read
Remple, Doug and Pat Rogers,
mm ^
Ctary has the
following names: Jack Childs,
Secretary
has
Kent and Helen Rogers, Ken
j..
Tom Huntington, and Mrs. MarSherwood, Bob and Agnes Suminformed
informed me
thisISis jorie Jefferson. After a moment's
ie tfllS
mersgill, Len Tuppen, Alan
nvnn-nfsilence, Alan Mitchell piped the
Mitchell, Ken McLeod, Charles
the bes\
the best turnout
UrnOUl
^mem.
Austin "Ozzie" Rivers representing
. -i
the Seaforth Highlanders of
m tiein
pi the past
Canada Association, and Mark
{@.,,,
five@,/,/y,
years. JJ
Zuelke.)
^ ^ea

In attendance

cc

our
99

Annual report

After a short break President
Rogers gave his annual report and asked that the
Annual General Meeting Minutes for 1997 be
adopted as circulated in the December 1997 edition
After the piping of Bonnie Dundee by Piper Alan
of the Fortyniner magazine.
Mitchell, President Doug Rogers gave the following
Jack McBride and Al Johnson so moved and the
welcome: "It is gratifying to see so many members,
minutes were approved. He then expressed his
wives, friends, and guests attending our Annual
appreciation to the Secretary-Treasurer for his efforts
Luncheon and General Meeting today. Our Secretary
on behalf of the Association since taking over from
has informed me this is the best turnout in the past
Ken McKenzie, and called for his report.
five years. I'm not sure if this is good or bad; good, if
Doug Burns reported that our membership as at
it includes a show of support for the Executive; bad,
September 30, 1998 stands at 68 Regular members
if you are here in such numbers to make certain none
and 2 5 Lady members.
ot us get re- elected to our high paid positions at the
election later this afternoon. In either event I want
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
to welcome you and thank you for making the effort

Welcome
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This is down a total ot nine since last year. Regrets
w''ere received from 32 members who were unable to
attend, mainly because of health or mobility problems. Jack Wrate was going to be in the east, Ralph
Paulsen would be in Florida for the winter, Marjorie
Sheldrake was travelling in New Zealand and
Australia, and Sid Fry in the U.K.
The summary of finances as at 21 October 1998
indicates that we have $4930.84 in the bank, including a Hong Kong Bank of Canada GIC for $3000,
maturing 9 December 1998. He then moved the
acceptance ot his report which was seconded by Jack
Haley and approved.

_____Toast_____
Keith MacGregor gave the Toast to the Regiment.
He said he was going to depart from tradition and
make the Toast on the lighter side. One of the events
he recounted indicated that our Regiment got tired of
hen'ings in tomato sauce so they were lofted over to
the enemy and to everyone's surprise the enemy must
have appreciated receiving them for they returned
cigars to our side. In replying to the Toast, John

Slate of officers
Major General Kitching then performed his usual
duty of proposing the slate ot Officers and Directors for
the next two years, with the admonition that any
member wishing to oppose any nominee must be
willing to stand in that member's place. There being
no opposition voiced, the following slate was approved
by acclamation:
Honorary President - Colonel Jim Stone
President - Doug Rogers
Vice-President - Jack Haley
Secretary-Treasurer - Doug Burns
Directors - Ed Bradish, Alon Johnson, Jack McBride
Note: John Dougan will continue to he our Past
President.

___Conclusion___
There was no Report on the Regimental Museum
because Chris Atkin, who had indicated that he
planned to attend, was unable to do so.
The meeting adjourned at 1430 hours with Bonnie
Dundee. Ken McLeod and Mark Zueike then interviewed some of the members for archival purposes.
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THE AFFILIATED REGI

AN UPDATE ON PRINCESS PATRICIA'S CANADIA
running smoothly under the
Sergeant Robert
guidance of the new Regimental
Major, Major Morris Brause.
Spall, VC honoured
The focus of much of RHQ's

commemorating Patricia soldiers
who lost their lives in our
country's wars.
The centerpiece of this display,
efforts has been planning the
which opened to very positive
On 1 November 1998
(
the British Legion in
rf^^J
cp^x 85th Anniversary celebrareviews on Remembrance Day,
Brentford, Middlesex
%^
^Q|"? tions to be held in Edmonincludes the headstone of "An
ton,
2-4
July
1999,
when
Unknown
PPCLI Sergeant" of
engraved the name of
||||
the
Colonel-In-Chiefwill
the
First
War,
subsequently
Sergeant Robert Spall,
iA$^V be in attendance.
VC on their town
,^^?4S
identified as that of Sergeant
@y-ysfV uyav
George Ross Thompson.
cenotaph,
//^f^ifl1'@fw^.
^g^-<s\
Born in Brentford, //^//(Qi
he emigrated to
fi... ff(^fl^
Canada when he It'Sil ^JSx
sij^ //iSJj The Museum of
was two years old, U'^-X^1^07
'iSf^'iit// the Regiments had a
The Department of Veterans
and became the
^yW//
successful
year.
Affairs
sponsored three Association
third Patricia in
^'^ll
@<
@vyy
,
.'
veterans,
one. from each of the
y^y
1
he
major
projects
World War One to win ^^^
vl^ included a new peacethree battalions who served in
the Victoria Cross.
keeping display, improve- Korea, to attend a pilgrimage there.
A cousin ot Sergeant Spall, Mrs. ments to the Airborne display,
CuiTan, attended the ceremony
CONTINUED ON PAG
and the opening of a display
along with the Colonel-In-Chief.

^1^@ IVIuseum

Return to Korea

PPCLI Association
The Association had an active
year with a large number of local
Branch events across the country and a successful Annual
General Meeting in Ottawa.

Regimental
Headquarters
Regimental Headquarters has
moved to Garrison Edmonton and
settled into its new lines, located in
the 1 PPCLI building.
The usual problems of moving
were resolved and RHQ is now

World War One Patricia Victoria Cross winner Sergeant Rob
Spall is honoured by the British Legion at his home town, Bre
ford, Middlesex. A cousin, Mrs. Ourran, stands next to Lady
tricia.
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PPCLI
FROM PAGE 20
Hub Lalonde (1 PPCLI), Rod Middleron (2
PPCLI), and Len Desjarlais (3 PPCLI) attended
this event which included a stop in Japan, tours of
cemeteries and battlefields, and a visit to the
Kapyong battlefield.
On 23 April 1998, members of the Association
participated in unveiling a Kapyong Memorial in
the Pacific Rim National Park near Tofino.
This monument was twdnned with an identical
one in the Republic of Korea's Hallyo Hasang Sea
National Park.

Patricias dismantle a power transformer in the
aftermath of the Ontario and Quebec ice storm
taught their American allies a thing or tw.'o about
ingenuity, tenacity and individual soldier skills.
The opportunity to train there allowed our
soldiers to experience an eye opening level of
training realism and to further those skills which
will define success on the battlefield.

Cairn unveiled
In July 1998, the Association unveiled a cairn at
Fort Osborne Barracks in Winnipeg, a long-time
home of the Regiment.
The Fort Osborne facility has now been turned
over to a private educational institution and this
cairn will serve as a lasting reminder ot the Regiment's service in those barracks.

2 PPCLI
At the end ot the summer deployment the battalion dedicated a memorial to Master Corporal Rick
Wheeler, a 2nd Battalion soldier who died in a
tragic accident while on exercise in Suffield in 1992.
At a change ot command ceremony, Lieutenant
Colonel Dave Eraser passed command of the
battalion to Lieutenant Colonel Matt Overton,
while CWO John McGregor assumed the RSM
appointment from CWO Ron Cooke.
To mark the 80th Anniversary of the Armistice
in 1918, 2 PPCLI provided a guard (along with the
RCR, R22eR and the Royal Newfoundland Regiment Band) to support a DVA sponsored pilgrimage to France.
The Guard took part in ceremonies in Ypres at
the Menin Gate, Passchendaele, Vimy Ridge,
Beaumont-Hamel, Amiens, Camhrai and Mons.
In a moving ceremony on 9 November 1998 at
Crest Cemetery, the guard accorded full military
honours to the rededicated gravesite ot First World
War Patricia Sergeant George Ross Thompson,
w''ho had lain so long in an un-named grave.

Ice storms
All three battalions kicked off 1998 with a short
notice deployment to Quebec tor a domestic
support operation to clean up after the ice storm.
The performance of the soldiers, working long
hours under severe weather conditions, was to the
typical high standard expected of Patricias.
The local population was thankful for our efforts
and disappointed when it came time for the
battalions to redeploy.

1PPCLi
Training in the fall of 1998 included a monthlong deployment to the National Training Centre
at Fort Irwin, California.
For many soldiers, it was the first time in their
careers that they had the opportunity to compare
themselves against a well-respected foreign army.
It was a pleasant surprise as the Canadians

CONTINUED O
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Pictured here are Patricias about to jump from a Griffon helicopter from 408 Tactical Heli
Squadron during Battalion-level exercises.

PPCLI

Lieutenant Colonel Kevin Moher and CWO
Ted Ruck and welcomed Lieutenant Colonel
Dave Ban- and CWO Norm Pryce to the unit.
The parade also included the dedication of 3
PPCLPs new building in Lancaster Park.
In July, 3 PPCLI sent a composite Company
south to Camp Lejeune in North Carolina to
participate in a multi-national "Partnership for
Peace" exercise.
It was a peacekeeping style operation that
involved urban patrolling, food distribution,
and convoy operations.
August rapidly developed into firefighting in
B.C. and the troops quickly found out that
fighting fires is much harder work than cleaning up after ice storms.

FROM PAGE 21
3 PPGLI
The unit was tasked to provide a composite
Guard to perform Public Duties in London,
England.
The Guard performed the Changing of the
Guard ceremony at Buckingham Palace on
eight occasions, as well as parading for the
Queen and Prime Minister Chretien during
the re-opening of Canada House in London.
June saw the Battalion hold its change of
command parade in which we said good bye to
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ORTONA RECONCILIATI

VETERANS RETURN TO BATTLE SITE TO MEE
The Editor thanks Alon
Johnson and Mel McPhe^ for
their notes on the trip, and
Sam Lenko for a telephone
discussion about it. There was
a severe time deadline for
including an article on the trip
in this issue of The Fortyniner, indeed publication was
delayed slightly to permit its
inclusion. This gave them little
time to sort out their recollections and feelings about this
unique meeting between
former foes, and their assistance is greatly appreciated.
At Christmas 1943 troops
from The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment were locked in
deadly combat with tough
German Fallschirmjager
ordered to defend Ortona
to the death. Fifty-five
years later some of these
former adversaries met back
in Ortona for a reconciliation dinner.
Funding for the trip by
former members of the
Canadian regiments and
supporting arms and services involved in the battle
was raised by private donations, after the Federal
government felt it had more

important uses for public
money. Edmonton Member
of Parliament Peter
Goldring was instrumental
in making the venture a
reality.
Six members of The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment were
chosen by lot to attend:
Sam Lenko, Bill Teleske,
Mel McPhee, Joe Turions,
Steve Kmiech, and Alon
Johnson.
Mel McPhee took back
with him a small cherub

and land and sea creature
candlestick holder rescued
from the ruins of the San
Tomasso church by Company Sergeant Major (later
RSM) Ranald Bowen, MC,
whose widow Ester asked
that the object be returned.
The contingent arrived in
Rome on December 20, to
be greeted by the Canadian
Ambassador and other
dignitaries, and after a
CONTINUED ON PAGE

Mel McPhee returns a small candle holder picked up by then
Bowen in the rubble at an Ortona church
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ORTONA RECONCILIATION VISIT
FROM PAGE 23
luncheon at Tivoli arrived by bus 10 km
south of Ortona at the coastal town of
Fossacesia, where the Giardino Hotel, a
summer resort establishment opened especially for the visit, was to be their home
and headquarters during the trip.
On December 22 there was a ceremony at
the Moro River Cemetery honouring fallen
comrades.
Alon Johnson reports the ceremony was
rather disorganized, and the only band was
a small hand-held tape recorder disinclined
to work in the keening wind, though it did
finally produce Last Post.
That afternoon there was a Canadian
Embassy reception at Ortona town hall,
which involved the first meeting with
German veterans.
On December 23 there was a trip to
Rome with a luncheon at the Canadian
Embassy, although the menu unfortunately
mentioned only the Three Rivers Regiment! Back at Ortona that evening there
was a fine concert sponsored by the Ortona
Rotary Club.
On December 24 there was a lunch with
the six German visitors. Alon Johnson was
interviewed along with a former German
officer, who complained that their weapons
had been inferior. Alon politely disagreed,
feeling the Wehrmacht's weaponry had
been superior. Perhaps it depends on which
end you're looking down.
Later there was a tri-lingual non-denominational service at the church of Santa
Maria di Costantinopoli, where veteran
Wilt Gildersleeve played the organ as he
had in 1943. There followed the reconciliation dinner itself, with abundantly flowing

Sam Lenko chats with a former Fallschirmjag
adversary.
vino. The meeting between former adversaries went well. Sam Lenko reports a much
discussed topic was "how could it have
happened."
On Christmas Day there was a visit to
Cassino, first to the German Cemetery
where over 20,000 are buried, then to the
Liri Valley Cemetery, where the memorial
cross had been shattered by a summer
lightning strike. Alon Johnson read aloud
the names of The Loyal Edmonton dead
whose bodies were never found, almost all
lost in Sicily.
There followed a luncheon at Cassino
with the presentation of the Montecassino
medal commemorating the battle.
Boxing Day was a time for battlefield
tours, including an Ortona walkabout, and
a visit to the Ortona Museum, which
displays excellent reproductions of work by
Canadian war artists. At one ceremony
during the day Mel McPhee returned the
candle holder to the Mayor of Ortona.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 25
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Alien's platoon killed in a mined building
on December 27; many of them were
reinforcements, newly arrived at the Regiment.
December 27 was a day for shopping. It
turned out Italian bank ATM's allow withdrawals from Canadian accounts!
December 28 was the anniversary of
Alon Johnson's patrol to Ortona Castle,
and once again he had to be up again at
dawn, but this time for a more congenial
task, the return to Canada.
At an Ortona Service in Edmonton on
December 27, Maurice White gave perhaps
the aptest summary to the visit he keenly
regretted not being able to attend - it
would be better if we could hold the reconciliation services before the wars!

During the day Alon Johnson learned of a
curious continuation of radio voice procedure: during the battle Jim Stone gave one
of the big apartment buildings on the main
square the code-name "Johnson's House"
for wireless traffic.
The Loyal Eddies began calling it by that
name. The name stuck; the place is now
known as Palazzo Johnson..
Sam Lenko and Mel McPhee both
stressed the emotional impact of the visits
to cemeteries.
Sam noted the regimental numbers of the
graves of the 23 men from Lieutenant
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THE UNIT YEAR

THE LOYAL EDMONTON RE
Early in 1998 The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment: was
one of the first units to
use the new outdoor computerized rifle range in the Edmonton Garrison. A sonic detector
ar each firing position detects
that a shot has been fired, and
an electronic measuring device
at die self-sealing target determines exactly where the shot
went. The computer won't
allow any benefit from a stray
shot from a flanking tirer, or of
sneaking a few extra rounds
into the magazine. Each tirer
can see the results on an
individual LED display at their

LED monitor units are visible in
front of firers on the new computer controlled firing range.
position, with score and grouping calculated.
Collective training concentrated on defensive tactics. In
the past, soldiers have demonstrated considerably less interest in defensive operations
than in the offence, so Operations Officer Major Paul Bury
made every effort to make
training interesting and challenging so to optimize the
value of our training dollars.
Every effort was to he made to
avoid repetition and prevent
boredom or apathy.
In the post-Christmas period

Mayor Bill Smith addresses the audience at City Hall, June 6, in
a ceremony honouring veterans.
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a machine gun course was run.
Aggressive patrolling is the
most interesting and challenging part of defensive operations
for the individual soldier.
In February the troops
showed off their patrolling
skills and abilities to visiting
employers, teachers and local
businessmen who were bussed
and helicoptered down to
Wainwright for the day (it is
now called "Western Area
Training Centre", abbreviated
WATC and pronounced
"What-See", but the name
Wainwright continues in
common usage).

An important ceremonial
opportunity was grasped on
March 31, when a delegation
from the unit sat in the Speaker's
Gallery of the Alberta Legislative
Assembly to listen to the Member
from St. Albert, Mary O'Neill,
pay a tribute to the unit on the
eve of" its ninetieth anniversary,
dated officially from the founding
of the 101st Regiment on April 1,
1908. It was heartening that the
first time The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment's name was spoken,
members from all parties spontaneously broke into an enthusiastic
desk thumping tribute.
Ms O'Neill gave the Legislature
a brief outline of the Regiment's
history, stressing the contribu-

tions the unit made as front line
infantry in two world wars, and
through the careers of its citizensoldier members in civil life.

Ortona Club
In April the unit and band
paraded at an Ortona Gymnastics
Club international meet as part of
a salute to veterans put on by the
meet organizers.
Competition paused as the
Regimental Band, the colours,
and a guard marched in under the
gaze of athletes, spectators, and a
group of veterans and unit
representatives. Selections by the
drum. line and full band were
followed by playing recordings of
veterans' memories of wartime
service, and a short explanation
by the Commanding Officer of
the history and significance of the
unit colours.

MTSC
The dreaded annual Militia
Training and Support Centre
(MTSC) test exercises at Wainwright took place from March
through May. Under the command of recently promoted Major
Mike Prendergast, the rifle
company provided a bridge
demolition guard at the MacDonald Bridge on the Battle River.
One weekend the unit produced the highest turnout in
Western Area and perhaps the
highest for an MTSC exercise by
any Reserve infantry unit in
Canada. The battle procedure
and occupation went well,

CONTINUED ON
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LOW LEVEL Sl
Troops man a point i
pleted without difficulty at the
outset of the third weekend.
The MTSC tests successfully
FROM PAGE
28us, the platoons deployed
behind
on fighting patrols on the Saturthough digging was as always an
day night and a live fire defence
unloved chore.
of the position on the Sunday
The presence of military police momin.g.
controlling traffic and refugees,
and engineers laying out det cord
on the demolition, contributed
immensely to the level of interOn June 6 the Regiment
est. The second MTSC weekend
conducted
a short ceremony at
focussed on the main defensive
Edmonton's
palatial city hall,
battle.
The passage through unit lines honouring the unit's veterans.
Many of our affiliated cadet corps
of 1 CMBG units in Wainwright
were able to attend.
at the time added to the realism.
Following the ceremony the
At this point, the inexperience of
unit
deployed to Camp Harris for
some unit elements became
the
annual
Lestock Days celebraapparent, and it was necessary to
tion,
marred
this year by unrepeat certain procedures and the
seemly u'eatherwithdrawal. These were com-
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The unit returned to Wainwright in late August for the
modem equivalent of the annual
militia summer concentration,
this time as part of 41 Brigade's
deployment.
Part of the troops furnished a
bridge demolition guard in
conjunction with troops from the
Calgary Highlanders. The
remainder of our participants
formed the nucleus of the highly
successful enemy force.
Well designed enemy propaganda leaflets soon became
collectors items. The Military
Police took a Wanted poster on
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enemy force leader Lieutenant
Colonel Grant McLean as
authority to arrest and interrogate
him on war crimes charges.
Once again businessmen and
educators were bussed and
helicoptered down to Wainwright
to see the unit in action.

Training cycle
This year it was decided to
have the MTSC testing take
place in the fall, at the start of
the annual training cycle. Training has concentrated on the
offensive, working on platoon
and company in the advance to
contact, and finishing with woods
clearing.
In early October a large number of unit members attended the
annual meeting of the Edmonton
Branch of the Association,
continuing a heartening trend in
recent years to greater involvement by serving soldiers in the
Associations affairs.
Later in October the unit was
involved in a social mixer at the
Prince of Wales Armouries, in
conjunction with the Regimental
Museum and the Edmonton
Chamber of Commerce.
Commercial displays were
interspersed with tables setting
out the machinery of modern
war, and business suited entrepreneurs mingled with troops in
combat gear, while a combo from
the regimental band soothed
people's nerves.

I SHALL HETURNSs
While the piper plays a lameI,
@0 IVlotor Rifle Division (Savage Highlanders) tinmaiKter
(
Lieutenant Colonel
McLean vows to return to Ml iBiwraghS next year.
Photo by KRISTA MACFARLANE

With the departure of Chief"
Warrant Officer Gord
Descoteaux tor new regular force
duties. Chief Warrant Officer
Keith Mundorf became Regimental Sergeant Major.
The year ended with the
departure of Lieutenant Colonel
Grant McLean, and Lieutenant
Colonel Tom Reaume taking
command.

Taking commanci
The fall marked the end of
Honorary Colonel Bob Chapman's service to the unit. Honorary Colonel Bob Matheson
moved up to replace him, and
Honorary Lieutenant Colonel
Sandy Mactaggart joined the
unit.
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LHRIS AT,

NOURED

APPOINTED OFFICER OF TI-

Chris has served continua ,s,nh..,s,
i, 1n @
.
ELSCTlirBI
ously in the Kegiment since
1967.
After rising through the ranks to become Chief
Warrant Officer and serve as the unit's Regimental Sergeant Major, Chris was commissioned in
1986.
Prior to joining the militia he served briefly in
the Regiment's affiliated cadet unit in Edmonton,
1809 RCACC.

Nomination
The nomination that went forward on Chris noted
his enthusiasm furthering the Regiment's interests.
Particular regard was had to his crucial role in
establishing The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Museum, and of his energetically undertaking the
presidency of the Edmonton Branch of the 49th
Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association.
It was also noteworthy that several years ago the

unit used Chris to help 1809 RCACC traverse a
rocky period.
Chris' drive and zeal are soon apparent to anyone
who encounters him.
A man who has always loved infanteering in the
field as well as the ceremonial side of soldiering, he
has manifested a deep concern for preserving our
regimental heritage, and has striven to enhance
relations between the different elements in the
Regimental Family - and particularly to encourage
ongoing contact between veterans and members of"
the serving unit.

The hard roa
It is not hard to persevere when the going is easy,
but Chris Atkin has picked tough routes to tread.
The award recognizes the dogged determination he
has displayed in overcoming difficulties and accomplishing his goals.
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CHIP LAKE CADET EXE
BY CAPTAIN
ED FEDERATION, CD
This annual cadet
exercise is held at the
Chip Lake, Alberta
municipal camp ground. The
training is geared to the newer
cadets with an emphasis on
outdoor training.
Instruction is given in the
basics of living outdoors:
pitching rents, operating stoves
and lanterns, cooking IMPs,
field hygiene and basic map
and compass work.
Marksmanship training is
also given. Senior cadets
conduct lectures for the junior
cadets, but when not instructing they take training in
composing warning orders,
operations orders, and time
estimates, and also in patrolling.
This year's exercise was to
include a field exercise centering on patrolling and observation posts, and

Snow snipers.

practicing map and compass
w.'ork, radio procedures, and
operational reporting.
Unfortunately the weather
unleashed a torrent of sleet
and the ground ^.^^

alternatives were developed.
One advantage with cadets is
they are so flexible that
almost any training is beneficial.

CONTINUED O
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Through the weekend
neighbouring farmers often
dropped in to see w''hat the
cadets were up to, examine
the army trucks, and be
treated to a cup of coffee from
the flying kitchen.
Many were astounded one
small kitchen could easily feed
the 220 cadets and 30 officers
and civilian staff attending
the exercise.
Even though this was just a
cadet exercise the neighbours
were glad to have a military
presence there, and many
offered private land in. the
area for training.
Despite the inclement
weather the training carried
on almost as scheduled and

the cadets enjoyed themselves.
Only a few expressed a
desire to go home when cold
and wet, but changed their
minds once they changed into
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dry clothing.
These exercises are the
highlight of the cadet training
year and are eagerly anticipated.
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THE ALLIED REGIME
AN UPDATE ON THE QUEEN'S LANCASHIRE REGIMENT

area. In mid-August, one of these groups
Regular Battalion at B^,,@
detonated a large car bomb in the centre of"
Omagh Tragedy
||| Omagh
and the Battalion found itself

intimately involved in the worst atrocity in
The 1st Battalion has been stationed in
@ Northern Ireland since the current troubles
Omagh, Northern Ireland, on public order
, began, almost thirty years ago. Twenty-nine
I people, mainly women and children, were
duties. Full public order training was
/ killed, and over 200 were injured, some
conducted at Magilligan in the spring.
terribly. Such a monstrosity is shocking,
During the marching season, in July and
August, the Battalion was deployed in
^>^g
^^ wherever it occurs - for it to happen in a
community which had welcomed the Battalcompany groups throughout the Province,
ion. warmly, and which bears great similarity to the
poised to contain riotous situations. The situation
outside Drumcree was reasonably calm and no one
troops' own communities in Lancashire, made it all
the more devastating. The "lads" behaved with great
was injured.
However, despite the ceasefire implemented by the compassion and professionalism in coping with the
major paramilitary groupings, various dissident
groups continued to operate within the Battalion's

CONTINUED

& NEWs Warrant Officers from the Regular and Territorial Battalions pose with
5 of She 47tli Foot He-Enactment Society.
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QUEERS LANCASHIRE
FROM PAGE 34

horrific aftermath. The bombing
had an effect on the perception of
Omagh amongst the soldiers'
families, and it was heartening
that their wives and children bore
up under the undoubted stress; the
efforts of the Battalion s Station
Welfare Officer and his staff to
this end were much appreciated.
The Battalion hosted a great
many high profile visitors, including HRH the Prince of Wales, the
ABOVE: 4th Battalion Territorial soldiers in training.
President of the United States,
BELOW: Queen's Lancashire Regiment cadets in competition
the Prime Minister, and several
cabinet ministers, all of" whom
expressed their thanks.
The political peace process is
well under way now and the
Battalion has its part to play in
ensuring that, notwithstanding
incidents such as the Omagh
atrocity, the peace process is
driven forward. This is particularly
important in a community that
has suffered in the way that
Omagh suffered. The Battalion is
currently reconfiguring operationally to accommodate the new
political initiatives. The rifle
companies will be working in new
areas with new police officers. The
necessary relationships will be
involve the demise of cap badged with a very small headc-luarters
established and standards will be
battalions including the Regielement at Kimberley Barracks,
maintained.
ments own 4th Battalion, which
Preston. Regimental identities wil
will leave the Army's Order of
be retained at company level and
Battle on Somme Day (also
the Regiment is committed to
Canada Day), 1 July 1999. The
strengthening these links, which
present Battalion will be replaced are such an essential part of the
by a new infantry battalion whose network of relationships which
On the 17 November the
designation is not as yet known
sustain the Regimental Family.
Regiment received confirmation
hut
which
will
consist
of
two
The residual organization of
of the expected massive cut in the
companies
each
of
the
King's
Own
Territorial Army infantry, from
16,000 soldiers in 33 battalions to Royal Border Regiment and The
Queen's Lancashire Regiment,
7,200 in 15 battalions. This will

Reserve Battalion
to be reduced

CONTINUED ON
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QUEERS LANCASHIRE
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The Queen's Lancashire Regiment's Territorials is almost
certainly the best outcome that
could have been hoped for in
present circumstances. Blackburn
and Preston are to be retained as
companies, albeit small ones, with
detachments at Bury (Fusilier
badged) and Blackpool respectively. Regrettably, after 140 years
the Regiment will lose its Territorial Army presence in Bolton.
That the Regiment will retain
even so much of its current
Territorial Amay footprint is a
tribute to the proven strength and
effectiveness of the existing 4th
Battalion and also owes much to
the wise guidance and persuasive
advocacy of the Regiment's
Colonel.
The British Infantry has over
the centuries shown a quite

Normandy is dedicated to members of the
The Lancashire regiment, who feBI in
remarkable ability to survive and
triumph in adversity, which has
often been its lot in peacetime as
in war, and there should be no
doubt that, given anything
approaching adequate funding and
equipment, the Territorials can
and will make the new organiza-

tion work. During the 4th Battalion's 24 year existence its members have most loyally done their
duty to Queen and Country. Now,
as they approach their critical
reorganization, they deserve the
wholehearted support and goodwill of the whole Regiment.

can down
A TASTY SNACK AND A LAMP TO READ
BYand use match or Bullet
lighter to ignite tape.
6. You will have already dug a slit
trench to shelter you from enemy
fire. Hollow out side of slit trench
to accommodate lamp.
DIRECTIONS
If necessity is the mother of
7. Spread ground sheet over slit
invention, then war must be the
trench in order to ensure complete
mother of improvisation! One of 1. Open sardine tin with a sharp- darkness.
ened bayonet (1914-18 style)
the greatest innovations I came
8. Now you can relax and enjoy the
across was the Slit Trench Read- and roll back lid.
latest Hopalong Cassidy advening Lamp. Here are the simplified 2. Dispose of sardines by eating, ture.
providing you can hold them down. 9. Offer a fervent prayer to the
instructions for construction.
Use bayonet (1940 - 45 style) to
gods above there will be a comspear the greasy fish.
MATERIALS REQUIRED
plete lack of enemy activity.
3. Add olive oil to can.
4. Insert length of gas cape tape
1. One tin Brunswick Sardines
PLEASANT DREAMS!
2. One six to eight inch length of into olive oil, leaving one inch
exposed.
tape from a gas cape
WARNING-BE SURE TO
5. When olive oil has saturated
3.1/4 cup olive oil. Olive oil is
VENTILATE as the exhaust fumes
always available in Italian homes, final inch of tape, fold lid of sardine are highly lethal.
BY ART EDGE,
of Mortar Platoon, Italy 1943-45

alongwith Vino Rosso and Vino
Bianco.
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tal Association representatives.
^"T^he year 1998 brought the
j Museum closer to achieving
We have a new curator. Chad
A, its mission of preserving the Slee came on board in September.
Chad was educated in part in
heritage of The Loyal Edmonton
Switzerland, has a history degree
Regiment, and of the other units,
arms, and services raised in central from the University ofLethbridge,
and has worked on archaeological
and northern Alberta.
digs
in the foi-mer Soviet Union.
The executive of the Museum
Chad
is our front line representahas not significantly changed since
last year. We have been fortunate tive and his tasks include the
to add David Haas as our newslet- development of the gallery story
lines, accessioning artefacts, coter editor.
As well we have welcomed John.ordinating volunteers... the list
goes on and on.
Matthews as our treasurer. Chris
Atkin's role remains museum
development and fundraising. Lee
Ahlstrom continues as president,
Ten"y Allison as Director of
On the fundraising front we are
Curatorial Services, Chuck Marcontinuing to 117 and recruit
shall as Director of Museum
corporate support for our facility.
Administration. Keith Wakefield
Some notable successes this year
and Doug Bums are the Regimen- were donations from the Donner

Foundation and Maclab Enteqnrises
Limited.
However the majority of our
financial support still comes from
the members of" the Regimental
Family and matching grants from
the Community Facility Enhancement Programme (CFEP). Without
the support of lottery based grants
we would not have achieved the
degree of development that we
have to date. We were fortunate
enough to receive $75,000 from
CFEP to continue our construction
programme. We have also received
word that our application to the
Community Lottery Board has
passed the initial approvals and we
hope to hear early in 1999 it" we
will receive funds from that source.
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MUSEUM
FROM PAGE 37
We are a charitable institution
and your donations are tax deductible, please give generously so
we may continue to grow and keep
the message of the Regiment s
sacrifices alive and vigorous.

Higher profile
Visits are up 200 per cent. We
have had visitors from as. far afield
as Korea, as diverse as wine tasting
groups (Les Chevaliers des Vins de
France Wine Tasting Club) and
youth groups such those of the 25th
Edmonton Beavers, Brownies,
Scouts and Cubs. Our message is
getting out to young and old.
Visitors to the Museum invariably
comment on the quality of the
galleries and displays. Words such
as "outstanding, excellent and
impressive" are commonly used to
describe their visit.
We have run a number of highly
successful events which include the
A Channel in Edmonton doing a
remote broadcast from the Museum
on 11 November.

Visitors from the 25th Edmonton Scouting movement listen a
Terry Allison describes a weapon.
A number of institutions from
the Edmonton area such as the
Edmonton Public Library, Edmonton City Archives, Edmonton
Police Service Headquarters and a
French immersion school have
hosted displays of" items from our
collection. As word of our facility
gets out into the community, more
and more people contact us for
tours, research requests and
information,
Our campaign to raise public
awareness in our mission has been
paying dividends, not necessarily
financial, but putting people
through the museum - educating

the public is one our primary aims.
To that end we have planned tor
a travelling exhibit called "The
Cost of Freedom". This exhibit will
make the rounds of the schools in
Alberta and focus on how service
men and women have preserved
diose freedoms guaranteed us in
our federal and provincial charters
and by the common law.
The Alberta and Northwest
Territories Command have been
major financial supporters of the
project. The travelling exhibit was
to have been out this year but has
been pushed back to 1999 due to
the flood.

Natural disaster

A Museum
display at
Ecole
MauriceLavallee
French
immersion
school
brought
history
home for
students.

As most of you are aware
Edmonton had a tonential down
pour on 1 July 1998. The storm
drains in the area surrounding the
Museum were unable to handle the
massive amount of water that
surged into the city's drainage
system.

CONTINUED ON PA
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That caused a back pressure in
the building drainage system
leading to water backing up into
most basement areas of the
building.
The actual amount of" water
that came into the Museum
storage area was quite small, a few
inches in depth, but as we all
know timing is everything. On
the 30th of June the installation
ment to our donors, to ensure
of the linear storage system had
just been completed. Preparations they receive the very best treatwere underway for the transfer of ment possible.
items from their storage boxes on
the storage unit shelves.
The flood caught us in the
initial stages of that transfer.
This year we had hoped to
Many boxes were on the storage
complete the development of the
area floor awaiting placement on
Stone Gallery, our second display
the shelving units. To compound
area, implement the initial phase
matters the sinks and toilets
of the basement storage units, a
above the storage area backed up.
flexible hanging system for both
The water then came down on
the Griesbach and Stone Galleries,
top of our artefacts.
and proceed with the initial
Since that time we have
development of the Common
concentrated on the assessment
Area within the Armouries.
and conservation of the. artefacts
Due to a variety of circumthat were affected by the water.
stances we were unable to achieve
If the rain had held off" for a day
all we hoped for. What we did do
or two all items would have been
was get the first thirty-plus feet of
safely shelved. Very little has been
our linear storage system and the
permanently damaged. We have
seventy-tw''o feet of the compact
on contract three of the best
unit in place.
conservators the museum commuThe money spent on the storage
nity in Alberta has to offer.
systems will ensure that the
Uniforms and textiles are being artefacts donated to die Museum
cleaned, papers and documents
will receive the best possible care
assessed and restored and brass,
when in storage.
leather and other items similarly
In 1999 we hope to add an
reviewed and treated.
additional thirty feet of the linear
The objects in our Museum are
system and the another seventyas precious to us as they are to
two feet of the compact unit.
you. We will meet our commit-
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We also signed the. contract for
the delivery of the first nine display
cases for the Stone Gallery. Colonel J. R. "Jim" Stone had graciously
approved the naming of the
Gallery after him some time ago.
The cabinets will be installed in
the latter part of January or early
February of 1999. The Gallery will
house displays associated with
other parts of Canada's military
effort such 'as the Nursing Officers,
Canadian Women's Army Corps,
navy and air force, and will house
Doctor Donald Stanley's World
War II air force uniform in a
pemianent display. On 11 November 1997 Stanley Technology
Group made a significant financial
contribution to the Museum and
Doctor Stanley donated his medals
and Flight Lieutenant s uniform.

We are also working with the
City of Edmonton on the develop-
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hanging display system for the
walls in our Museum. While it
may seem to be a simple matter,
FROM PAGE
39 of a system that will
the selection
allow pictures, medals and text of
ment of seven display cases that
various sizes to be changed
will he built into the doorways of without having to bring in
our two Galleries. These display
carpenters (something that is
cases will be on the outside of our quite expensive) has hobbled us
display areas facing into the
for some time.
common area of the Annouries.
However our general contractor
They will house the uniforms of
and architect may have found a
prominent Loyal Eddies and
solution. That means the medals
notable military figures from
and stories of such unit members
Edmonton. The idea here is to
as Owen Browne, Bob McEwan
heighten a visitor's awareness of the and Wilt Oakey will finally get on
building's history whether or not a display.
the Museum is open. The City' and
We will now be able to move
Alberta Historical Resources are
other medal groups and photos
very keen on the concept. Displays from their temporary locations in
will be in place early in 1999.
the Griesbach Gallery display
cases onto the w.'alls of the
Gallery.
This development has taken far
One problem we are still trying too long but the unalterable
philosophy of the Museum "do it
to overcome is the design of a

MUSEUM

Hanging issues

right and you will only have to do
it once" has had us proceeding
cautiously. The railing mounting
system will he field-tested at the
same time the Stone Gallery cases
are installed.

A word of thanks is due to
those in the Regimental Family
who have been so supportive. We
cannot succeed without them.
Thanks also to His Worship
Mayor Bill Smith and the members of Edmonton City Council,
the Honourable Gary Mar, the
Honourable Shirley McClellan,
the Honourable Steve West, the
Honourable Patricia Nelson, and
the Honourable Anne McLellan
and all the others who have
written letters of support for our
various fund raising efforts our
heart felt gratitude.
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BONNIE DUNDEE
THE HISTORY OF THE REGIMENTAL MARCH
OF THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT
married Mary Stuart, daughter of
The
Warrior
James,
Duke of York, brother of
BY MAJOR DAVID HAAS
You are not long in The l^oyal
Edmonton Regiment before hearing
"Bonnie Dundee". Our regimental
march quickens the blood with one of
the most stirring tunes in military
music, while exciting lyncs tell of a
gallant leader in a desperate struggle
with the King's crown itself at stake.
Tills is history, not mvth. The
military exploits of Major General
Lord John Graham of Claverhouse,
Viscount Dundee, feature prominently in Scotland's turbulent history.
The song about this mounted
warrior quitting Edinburgh's
Convention of Estates to lead his
troops through hostile streets was
written over a century later in a
revival of interest and pride in
Scotland's past.
It was set to an earlier tune, with
words associated directly with
Dundee as city in Scotland rather
than from Graham's title.
Within a few decades Bonnie
Dundee was sufficiently known to
serve as the basis tor a tribute to
Confederate cavalry general J.E.B.
Stuart in the U.S. Civil War. Still
later Rudyard Kipling adapted it
for a poem about cavalry horses.
The Regiment's archives and
historical material provide two
versions of how Bonnie Dundee
came to be selected as the quick
march for an infantry unit on the
Canadian prairie!

John Graham was bom near
Dundee, Scotland, in 1648 or
1649, about the time that England's Civil War was drawing to a
close with the execution of King
Charles I. Scotland was then still
an independent nation but was
tied to England through geography and a dual monarchy, and
Scottish troops

King Charles II, who had been
restored to the throne in 1660.
William recommended Graham
to his new father-in-law. In 1678
this resulted in Graham returning
to Scotland were he commanded
an independent troop of dragoons
tasked to suppress ongoing opposition by Scots Covenanters still
opposing the Stuart monarchy.
s@@,@ His success won him land
and an appointment as
Sheriff of Wigtown, but
amongst Covenanters his
JaBfe:'^ ruthless tactics earned
^@H him the nickname

j^^H Graham's fortunes
^^^" soared after his patron
struggle, as
reli,. @
,
giou^nd
political
John
Gral
am, became King James II in
John Graham,
factions continued vlscollnt
D
indee 1685. He won promoViscount Dundee
tion to Major General in
to quarrel over
1686.
how the two countries were to be
King James lacked the political
governed.
adroitness
of his deceased brother,
After being educated at the
and
had
all
the autocratic inUniversity of" St. Andrews, John
stincts
of
his
decapitated father.
Graham opted tor a military career
By
1688
the
English were fed up
at a time when Scottish mercenarwith
James,
and
in November he
ies were respected throughout
departed
the
country
in the face of
Europe. Initially Graham went to
a military threat from none other
France in as a volunteer serving
than his son- in-law, Prince
King Louis XIV Then in 1674 he
William
of Orange, who landed in
went to Holland to serve in the
England
and quickly began
army of Prince William of Orange
attracting
adherents. Graham
in Holland's struggle against its
become
second
in command of
then Spanish overlords. He
reputedly saved William's life in
battle. In 1677 Prince William
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the Scots army sent to aid King
James, and was created Viscount
Dundee on November 12.
In December James fled to the

continent. Although he did not
abdicate, his departure left England and Scotland without a
monarch exercising power, and
Conventions were set up in both
countries to consider replacing
him. Dundee's title gained him
membership in the Scots Conven-

tion, and he returned to Scotland
to champion the King's cause.
The events described in the
song Bonnie Dundee took place a
few months later in March 1689.
Dundee had begun fearing his
life was in danger because of his

CONTINUED ON

He spurr'd to the foot of the proud Castle rock,
And with the gay Gordon he gallantly spoke;
"Let Mons Meg and her marrows speak twa words or thre
For the love of the bonnet of Bonnie Dundee."
"Come fill up my cup,...
To the Lords of Convention 'twas Claver'se who spoke,
"Ere the King's crown shall fall, there are crowns to beThe Gordon demands of him which way he goes broke;
"Where'er shall direct me the shade of Montrose!
So let each Cavalier who loves honour and me
Your Grace in short space shall hear tidings of me,
Come follow the bonnet of Bonnie Dundee.
Or that low lies the bonnet of Bonnie Dundee."
"Come fill up my cup, come fill up my can,
Come saddle your horses, and call up your men;
Come open the West Port and let me gang free,
And it's room for the bonnets of Bonnie Dundee!"

"Come fill up my cup,...

"There are hills beyond Pentland, and lands beyond Forth,
If there's lords in the Lowlands, there's chiefs in the North
There are wild Duniewassals three thousand times three
Will cry Hoigh! for the bonnet of Bonnie Dundee.

Dundee he is mounted, he rides up the street;
The bells are rung backward, the drums they are beat;
But the Provost, douce man, said, "Just e'en let him be,
"Come fill up my cup,...
The Gude Town is well quit of that dell of Dundee"
"There's brass on the target of barken'd bull-hide,
"Come fill up my cup,...
There's steel in the scabbard that dangles beside;
The brass shall be burnish'd, the steel shall flash free;
As he rode down the sanctified bends of the Bow,
At a toss of the bonnet of Bonnie Dundee.
Ilk carline was flyting and shaking her pow;
But the young plants of grace they look'd couthie and "Come
slee, fill up my cup,...
Thinking, luck to thy bonnet, thou Bonnie Dundee!
"Away to the hills, to the caves, to the rocks "Come fill up my cup,...
Ere I own an usurper, I'll couch with the fox;
And tremble, false Whigs, in the midst of your glee,
With sour-featured Whigs the Grass market was cramm'd,
You have not seen the last of my bonnet and me!"
As if half the West had set tryst to be hang'd;
There was spite in each look there was fear in each ee,"Come fill up my cup,...
As they watch'd for the bonnets of Bonnie Dundee.
He waved his proud hand, and the trumpets were blown,
"Come fill up my cup,...
The kettle-drums clash'd, and the horsemen rode on,
Till on Ravelston's cliffs and on Clermiston's lee,
These cowls of Kilmarnock had spits and had spears, Died away the wild war-notes of Bonnie Dundee.
And lang-hafted gullies to kill cavaliers,
But they shrunk to close heads, and the causeway was"Come
free fill up my cup, come fill up my can,
At the toss of the bonnet of Bonnie Dundee.
Come saddle the horses, and call up the men;
Come open your gates and let me gae free,
"Come fill up my cup,...
For it's up with the bonnets of Bonnie Dundee!"
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on his behalf, Dundee departed,
play Scott wrote around 1817 but
and led his followers out of the
was unable to get staged.
He kept working at it and
city.
The rest of Dundee's story is
published the work in 1830
short. Within months he had
shortly before his death. He called
raised an army of Highlanders,
past actions on behalf of James.
it a "melodrama''. It is set in the
and though they defeated
He complained of this to the
castle of a Scots baron whose
William s forces at the. Battle of
Convention in Edinburgh, his
family was laid under a curse
Killiecrankieon27Julyl689,
complaint was scorned, and he
because of his grandfather's
Dundee himself was killed partici- massacre of some prisoners.
departed in a rage. He gathered a
pating in the charge. Without him
troop of fifty horsemen who had
One night as a guest is about to
King James' cause was doomed in sing the nobleman's niece asks if
joined him from his regiment in
England, and galloped through the Scotland. It is reputed that his
the Baron has ever heard the song
former employer King William
streets of Edinburgh.
of "fierce Claver'se with his
Asked where he was going, he thought enough of him to reply to
Cavaliers" quitting the capital to
said he was guided by the spirit of" a request for reinforcements, "..,.
raise support for King James in the
armies are needless, the war is
an historic kinsman, James
Highlands. The Baron replies he
over with Dundee's life."
Graham, Earl of Montrose, who
has indeed heard it: "It was I rode
had initially been part of the
next him, Tis thirty summers
Scottish Covenanters opposing
since - rode by his rein ...." Then
King Charles I a half century
follows the now
earlier but had switched sides to
Over the next century@@@@ familiar words
@@ familiar
"To the words "To the
become one of" Charles' leading
Scotland formallyLords of Convention
Lords of Convention
military supporters.
united with England,^.-^i^ twas Claver'se who
@vy^ t'was Claver'se who
two invasions and^P^^^ft^', 'I spoke fff^
...." "| spoke...."
After the Kings execution,
^y
Montrose had led a royalist
uprisings to restore the| Sir Walter Scott I Sir Walter Scott
^-iLenjoyed
I himself enjoyed
departed Stuart mon-^^J^^ ft. I himself
expedition into Scotland in 1650
archs failed, and follow-'@@ ^^^K'^B^
it it
toto
visitors!
to establish Charles II on the
l''^^reciting
reciting
visitors!
throne. The endeavour failed, and ing the second attempt' i^H|^^^r
the Highland way of life@@^@@ Thfi TlifIG
the Scots authorities put Montrose to the hideous traitor s death was rigorously Sir Walter Scott in reserve @@@@@@
of being hanged, drawn and
suppressed bycavalry uniform Scott
meant Scott meant
uniromi
quartered.
military interven-i i
the words
,, i .restrictions,i
.the words to,,,@., .,.,1,, ., ;@ ,;, ,@..
At Edinburgh Castle Dundee
tion and legal
be sung, arid the text in his play
dismounted and climbed up the
In the early 1800s the lawyer
specifies "AIR - The Bonnets of
turned writer Sir Walter Scott
precipice to speak with Castle
Bonny Duridee". Scott's diary
began a series of historical poems,
commander the Duke of Gordon,
makes clear he was setting new
whose support he vainly sought to novels, and plays celebrating the
words to an existing tune well
glories of" Scotland's past. One of
enlist. Meanwhile, a crow''d
known in Scotland and England,
the historical figures he fastened
gathered below to watch the
about Dundee the place rather
on was John Graham, whose
spectacle at the castle, and
than the person.
military career in Scotlarid was
rumours began sweeping the city
It was a tune once called Adeu.'
chronicled in the novel Old
that Dundee was bringing in a
Dundee, whose words deal with a
large armed force. The authorities Mortality. This novel is still in
young girl's relationship with a
began sounding the alarm through print, but it is from one of Scott's
soldier. One source states the tune
the city. After a request to the
now forgotten works that we get
the song.
Duke to use the Castle's famed
Mons ("Monster") Meg cannon
The Doom ofDevorgoil was a

BONNIE DUNDEE

The song
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warrior, early in the American
song in 1787, and used the tune
Civil War, with the amusing irony
for two other works.
that the surname involved was
The confusion surrounding
that of the monarch Viscount
Scott's adaptation saw one Scots
Dundee had supported.
goes all the way back to the Battle music book of the late 1800s
Ill September 1862 Confederate
saying the tune was anonymous,
of Bannockburn, the victory of
cavalry leader J.E.B. Stuart led his
while
another
named
a
composer
Robert the Bruce and his Scots
horseman on a reconnaissance
and aiTanger!
army over the English in 1314,
raid across the Potomac River
Scott
used
more
than
the
tune,
and that a group of warriors from
into Union held Maryland, and
for the chorus of the song is
the City of Dundee at that battle
.@.@@@
warned General
virtually a copy of the
@@
called themselves "The Bonnets
1.
Robert
E. Lee of the
chorus of the 1703 music
0' Bonnie Dundee."
j|
approach
of
the Union
In any event, the tune was well hall words.
~^i
army in sufficient time
known in both Scotland and
@HI&, to1" him to deploy his
England by the early 1600's. In
forces for the Battle of
1703 there was a coarse music hall
Sharpsburg, or Antitravesty called Jockey's Escape
etim, on 17 September
From Dundee, soon later also
Perhaps Scott would WJ^
called Bonny Dundee. John Gay's
n^lrul^r bloodiest day
have
appreciated ^^
famous Beggar's Opera used the
Confederate
Cavalry in
leader
ua,*".@-..
American
that his work was
^
tune in 1728.
Major
General
al
"Jeb"
"Jeb"
Stuart
Stuart
^ai.
in turn soon used
The great Scots poet Robert
Stua
Bums himself did a revision of the as the basis for a
extraordinary skill in cavalry
tribute to another noted cavalry
reconnaissance led to Lee calling
him "the eyes of the army."
RIDING A RAID And Maryland's lights in her window The anonymously authoured
to guide."
song Riding a Raid soon came out
'TIS old Stonewall the Rebel that
in tribute to Stuart's feat. The
Come
tighten...
leans on his sword,
tune is Bonnie Dundee, and the
And while we are mounting prays There's a man in the White House
influence of Scott's words is
low to the Lord:
with blood on his mouth!
"Now each cavalier that loves honor
If there's knaves in the North, there evident.
and right,
Anyone disturbed by the
are
Let him follow the feather of Stuart braves in the South.
We are three thousand horses, and anonymous Confederate's copying
tonight."
not one afraid;
from Sir Walter Scott, or Scott's
We
are
three
thousand
sabres
and
copying from the earlier tune,
Come tighten your girth and slacken
not a dull blade.
would do well to read Rudyard
your rein;
Come buckle your blanket and holKipling's poem, When 'Omer
Come tighten...
ster again;
Smote 'Is Bloomin' Lyre, on the
Try the click of your trigger and balThen gallop, then gallop by ravines subject of artistic modification!
ance your blade,
and rocks!
Kipling showed just what he
For he must ride sure that goes rid-Who
would bar us the way take his meant in a short piece called
ing a raid.
toll in hard knocks;
For with these points of steel, on the Cavalry Horses in a longer poem
Now gallop, now gallop to swim or to
Parade-Song Of The Campline of the Penn
ford!
We have made some fine strokes -- Animals in The jungle Book.
Old Stonewall, still watching, praysand we'll make 'em again.
low to the Lord:
"Goodbye, dear old Rebel! The river's
Come tighten...
not wide,

BONNIE DUNDEE
FROM PAGE 43

Flattering
adaptations
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CAVALRY HORSES By Rudyard Kipling
BONNIE DUNDEE

FROM PAGE
44
By the brand on my withers, the finest
Then feed us and break us and hanKipling's poem not only refers to
Bonnie Dundee's use as a cavalry
canter, it is written in the rhythm
of the song.

of tunes
Is played by the Lancers, Hussars,
and Dragoons,
And it's sweeter than "Stables" or
"Water" to me,
The Cavalry Canter of "Bonnie
Dundee!"

?8ie Regimental

dle and groom,
And give us good riders and plenty of
room,
And launch us in column of squadron
and see
The Way of the War-horse to "Bonnie
Dundee!"

archives a copy of a note dated 21
stranger to the tune. His memoirs
October 1942 responding to some
I Remember mention that at age
questions relating to the RegiBonnit3 Dundee was adopted as 17 he disappointed his father by
@@@@
merit's music.
being
unable
to
play
@@@@
the Regimental quick march by
M^.
71-ns
states that
Bonnie Dundee on the
^^
the 49th Battalion soon after its
_1 Bonnie Dundee was
piano despite two years
|B
formation. As stated in the
nisu^'vf9@
JSH^ '""I**'1' adopted as the regimenRegimental history A City Goes To lessons on the instru^J|k tal march in February
ment at boarding
^Bl
War: "At the Exhibition Grounds
JB|
^.
1915, and explains:
the first of the Regimental endow- school: "When I came
ments, its March Past, was chosen. home my father gave .^mKiie g^^^ "This tune was the
"It would seem to have been
me a peremptory order
n ,,-j vard gallop past of the 19th
linn
Alberta Dragoons and
to play the British
@.
suggested by John Robbie, foras there were a number
Grenadiers, I was obliged
merly the euphonium player of a
of officers and men of
Scots regiment which ______
____ to confess
that regiment it was agreed that
that it was beyond me.
Bonnie Dundee should become the
march past of the Edmonton
Regiment. No suggestion ever
"This also was beyond
arose, so far as I know, of the
me. He then asked me
for authority.
to play anything thatnecessity
I
could play. I obliged "This march has always been
played, not only for the march
with Rousseau 5 Dream.
It then dawned uponpast, but also when marching in
g@@H my father, that as a
and out of camp. On the 2nd
BBBBB performer on the
June, 1916, the battalion was
played into the enemy's barrage by
, - . . . pianoforte, I was a
Major General
I Griesbach
Griesbach
i i@
.
dud.
the band."
favorite with
as ^P as a Trooper
In
the
3f in the
VQ^ ^
This was during the Battle of
rifle regiments;
sout"South
Afrl African
@nri
lAifd*
Wartantly, 1as a veteran
Sanctuary Wood, the matter of
@""" @"
the band playing is not mentioned
of the 19th Alberta
but time has
in the Regimental history.
Dragoons since its founding in
now hallowed the possession. As
When comparing the explana1908, Griesbach would have been
soon as Colonel Griesbach heard
tions
of how Bonnie Dundee came
perfectly
familiar
with
Bonnie
it he is said to have declared,
to be adopted by the 49th BattalThat is what we want'."
Dundee, that regiment's gallop
ion, the 19th Alberta Dragoons
The difficulty with this explana- past.
account seems more probable.
tion is that Griesbach was no
There is in the Griesbach

zS^ ^^-
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ON THE NAVIGLIO CANA
"20 DECEMBER 1944"
Scott)i 5 covering letter says the proceed along the road to the
author of "A City Goes To
right (the leg of the "T") to
effect a junction with other
War" got it all wrong at page
elements
of the battalion that
333-334 since the troops did not
had
advanced
on the right. The
charge and his initials are incortanks had to keep to the roads as
rect, and the index jumps him
the flat soggy ground was not
three ranks and gave him a
suitable for tank operations.
DSO!
I returned to the platoon and
briefed the men. We had been
BY TN. "SCOTTY" apprehensive as the original
tentative plan called for a
ADAMSON forward
advance (many of us
remembered the Hitler Line),
I had been out of action for a
but I expressed the opinion our
couple of months with gunshot
assignment was a tactically sound
wounds in the legs, but I reoperation.
joined the unit about the middle
The plan called for the lead
of December. I did not return to
tank to fire to the front and the
"B" Company, but was assigned
fields of fire of the second and
to a platoon in "D" Company.
third tanks were to the right and
A few days later we moved
left respectively.
forward into the Naviglio Canal
I laid on that two sections
bridgehead.
w.'ould be in extended order to
the left of the third tank and
that the third section and
platoon headquarters would be
to the right of the second tank.
On the 20th "D" Company
Thus everyone would have
was in reserve, and my platoon
clear
fields of fire. (Another
was resting in a spot about 75
school
of thought for an operation
yards from the casa in which Jim
of
this
nature
called for the troops
Stone had established his
to
be
in
file
along
the sides of the
battalion headquarters. We were
road
beside
the
tanks.
I did not
there most of the day, but late in
agree.)
the afternoon I was called over
to H.Q. and Colonel Stone
briefed me on what he wanted us
to do. We were to rendezvous
with a troop of B.C. Dragoons
To reach our starting point we
tanks at a "T" junction of roads
had to cross a flood control dyke
on our left flank, and then
that rose at least 20 feet from the

B.C. Dragoons

Crossing
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plain bottom. I laid on that we
would proceed in single file and
mount the dyke all at once, and
that on an arm signal we would
all go over at the same time.
Finally, with everyone in the
picture, we moved off. The dyke
crossing worked beautifully.
At the top I looked back, and
you could have drawn a straight
line touching everyone's helmet,
We were on the skyline for no
more that a couple of seconds.
My spirits rose. I felt that the
platoon was with me and gung
ho for the task at hand.
We arrived at the starting
point on the heels of the tanks,
and my feeling of confidence was
strained immediately, as at that
point everything went haywire,
A platoon of Seaforths under a
sergeant was at the road junction, and they had laid a necklace of anti-tank mines across
the road up which we were
supposed to advance. Because of
this - or perhaps they were not
quite sure where they were - the
first two tanks had continued
thirty or forty yards past the
junction instead of turning right.

SeafortSi
The plan called for the three
inch mortars to lay down smoke
to screen the start of the opera-

CONTINUEDONPAGE
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cation button - but these were
Shermans.
I solved the problem of getting
his attention in a flash by firing a
burst from my Tommy gun over
his shoulder. He disappeared like
a rabbit down a hole, but realized
from the rate of fire that it was
an allied weapon and came up
again at once. By hand and arm
signals I directed him onto the
target.
The tank turret slowly came
around; the heavy machine gun
was depressed and started firing,
the operator enfilading the row
of trenches hack and forth. The
dirt flew7. Then he did it again and out they came with their
hands up - about two dozen of
them.
They were rounded up and
sent back under escort, and we
carried on a little further past a
small hamlet.
Then Keith MacGregor came
striding over with a smile on his
face and with his hand outstretched - and 1 couldn't hear a
word he said. I have been a little
deaf ever since.

NAVIGLIO CANAL
FROM PAGE 46
tion and at this point the smoke
started to come down. But they
had the range wrong, and instead
of falling beyond us, it came
down right on top of us.
So the next few minutes were
hectic - getting the Seaforth
sergeant to lift the mines, getting
the tanks backed up and onto
their proper axis of advance and
getting the troops into their
extended order formation - all
this while looking over one's
shoulder and literally ducking
the three inch mortar bombs as
they came down and hoping that
the mortar men did not mix the
odd High Explosive round in
with the smoke.

On the road
But we finally got the show on
the road. Everyone - including
the tank gunners - started firing
their weapons, and to this day I
don't know why. What a din! It
all sounded very martial, and
might well have struck terror in
the hearts of the enemy.
We proceeded for a few hundred yards, then out of the corner
of my eye I detected some
movement to the right beside
half a dozen mounds of earth.
Mounds of earth! Slit
trenches!
The commander of the leading
tank had his head and shoulders
out of the turret - but he was
looking to his front. Had the
tanks been Churchills, I could
have used the infantry communi-

Colonel Stone
The tanks withdrew and we
took up defensive positions.
That night Jerry pulled out all
along the front, and we advanced
about a mile or so to a new line.
Several days later Colonel
Stone introduced me to a couple
of war correspondents as "the
officer responsible for the breakout from the Naviglio Canal
bridgehead", and as a result I got
my picture in the Vancouver Sun
- my hometown newspaper.
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TRACERS
From time to time we
receive queries about
the whereabouts or
other information concerning regimental
members, living or
deceased.
As a general service,
we are going to print
such requests here
when we have not been
able to handle them at
our editorial office.

Schug, Adrian
Family members are
preparing a biography
of Adrian, who joined
the Regiment in 1942
and served in Sicily, the
Italian mainland, and
North-West Europe.
In 1943 he was in "B"
Company. He died at
Provost, Alberta, in
1948, described by his
doctor as physically
exhausted.
Anyone who might
have known Adrian who
can provide any detailed accounts of his
wartime experience is
asked to contact his
nephew:

RonaIdSmythe
10522-71 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta
T6EOX1
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FIGHTING THROU
BY RALPH CRAVEN, MBE

our side!
Our actual landing wasn't too
good either because the loading
craft hit a sand bar about a 100
yards from shore, so down went
the front of the craft and into the
ocean we went,
The water was about six feet
deep for a short distance, so
because my Mae West was down
too far on my stomach the weight
of my Tommy Gun, ammunition
and steel helmet turned me upside
down, and my feet were waving
topside for help. Someone grabbed
my feet and set me upright where I
could reach the sandy bottom and
then managed to crawl ashore.
I didn't give a damn who might
be waiting for me to show up on
shore - just glad to reach dry land
where I could hide behind a grape
vine for protection. Oh well there was nobody there - Jerry had
drawn back from that particular
coastal area.

In 194.3 our training days were
It was about this time we
about over, and in June of that year
learned
we would be landing on
the Regiment headed to
the southern coast of Sicily with
GOUROCK in Scotland tor our
an
early morning appointment
introduction to our troop ship - the
with
the enemy on the 10th July.
Durban Castle - and the beginning
But
a
heck of a windstorm blew up
of the real thing.
on
the
afternoon of July 9th, we
By this time I was Sergeant of" 7
were
told
it was one of the worst
Platoon, with Lieutenant Bob
seen
on
the
Med in many years,
Kelloway in charge and Captain
and
all
the
Regimental
preachers
Tighe leading as the Company
got
busy
asking
the
powers
that be
Commander. We made a few trial
for
calmer
weather
for
our
assault
trips on and off" the boat for a week
or so, then on the 28th June 1943 boat landings.
The early morning of the 10th
the Durban Castle and other troop
was
in improvement although the
carriers headed for the open sea.
waves
were still climbing high up
We had no idea where we were
on
the
ship's
sides, making it very
going and apart front the odd
difficult
and
dangerous
to jump off
march around the deck and a little
RT, we had to fill in our own time the rope nets hung over the side
- so, we played cards: some poker down to the moving decks of the
and black jack, even some bridge. assault craft below. You climbed
Stan Melton and I would get a few down as far as possible, closed your
eyes, said, "Please keep me dry,"
shillings together and in partnership would get a black jack game and let go. It worked for most of
us.
going.
One of the things I remember
We were usually lucky and
most
vividly that night was the
The first town just off" the
would finish up with some extra
awe-inspiring
sight
of
literally
landing
area was PANCHINO,
cash. So - feeling affluent - off we
dozens
of
ships
of
all
sizes;
they
and
before
going through the area
would go to a poker game and lose
seemed
to
stretch
from
horizon
to
Captain
Tighe
sent Lance Corpothe works. What the heck - we
horizon.
ral
Chettleborough
off to the front
weren't going anywhere we could
The
big
battleships,
destroyers
to
see
if
anybody
might
be around
spend the money anyway.
and
gun
boats
seemed
to
have
to make trouble.
We spent several days cruising
lined
up
reasonably
close
to
shore
Well something happened
around the west coast of Africa,
and
just
before
our
landing
opened
because
an hour or two later they
which I presume meant we were
up
with
everything
they
had,
from
came
back
with rifles cocked,
waiting for all other units to join
the
6
inch
and
8
inch
monsters
to
herding
what
appeared to be a
as a combined force. Finally we
the
smaller
gun
boat
artillery.
The
whole
Regiment
of Italian soldiers
headed in a northerly direction for
flash
and
boom
of
that
armament
the Straits of Gibraltar and the
was a real sight to behold, and I
Mediterranean Sea.
was sure glad those guys were on
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- the other refused to move so I
tried to give him some extra help
with the toe of my boot in his rear
end but found out he was stiff as a
board.
Yes - turned out he was a dead
led by a high ranking officer
Jerry soldier who - in the dark loaded down with ribbons and
looked like one of our own men
medals.
Chett had a great big grin on his taking his rest. So our guy simply
tucked into his front in an effort
face when he delivered his batch
to
get some extra warmth from his
of prisoners to regimental authorside
kick.
ity. Either the navy bombardment
When
I told him why I couldn't
had scared the pants off them or
wake
his
partner
up he said
they had planned on quitting at
something to the effect that no
the first opportunity.
wonder his rear end was so cold.
Following this episode we
headed in a northerly direction for He obviously was a Fortyniner.
Grim - yes it was, but in our daily
what turned out to be a 28-day
march across Sicily from the south circumstances you had to find
some humor in it too.
to the north east to a spot just
Perhaps it is this fact that
south of the town of MESSINA.
helped us to accept life and its
We moved through ISPICA,
problems as offered by the army in
MODICA and RAGUSA
heading for central Sicily.
action.

I think it was somewhere
around RAGUSA that 7 Platoon
was delegated to act as guard for
battalion headquarters for a few
days. As I recall we arrived about
midnight and set up our patrolling
area among a bunch of olive trees
which lay around the buildings.
I set up the 5 or 6 man guard
complete with the anti-aircraft
Bren gun, and told the rest to get
down under the trees and get
some rest, and that I would be
around at four a.m. to waken the
crew and change the guard.
Everything worked fine until I
came to a couple of guys laying
tightly together under an Olive
tree. I shook one then the other it was dark so you couldn't see
who they were. Finally one of
them gave a loud groan and sat up

grated the wood of the shoulder
piece where it joined the metal. I
was lucky to have had my weapon
in the right spot.
We passed through the town,
then picked up a German guard
on the hill top before leaving by
climbing down a very rocky
precipice on the other side. We
found out later the town was
vacated by the Germans a short
time later.

A few days later were approaching AGIRA, another small town
on top of a hill. We were dug in
on top of another hill with a
shallow valley between us and the
objective.
We were being targeted by the
Jerry mortars, and shells were
landing in close proximity to our
position.
Finally a guy by the name of
Makokus stuck his head up and
I want to cover the time we
yelled, "Hey Sergeant, I got to get
entered LEONFORTE - a town
to hell out of here".
in which I was very lucky indeed.
He was from the Driftpile
Our entrance was by a long
Indian Reserve in the Peace
twisting uphill road that was
Country and a damn good soldier.
protected by a Jerry tank keeping
I guess I yelled back, "Get your
the road clear by a lot of heavy
head down and keep quiet".
gun. fire.
He hollered a second and a
We finally made it and eventu- third time with the same request.
ally entered the town. It was I
Finally I said, "OK, get over
believe early morning when we
here."
were slowly moving down the
Young Makokus literally flew
main street facing a considerable
out of that slit trench and landed
amount of machine gun fire.
in his new home - almost immeI had my rifle held in both
diately a mortar shell landed right
hands with the stock more or less in his former hide out and blew it
across my stomach. I felt a slight
to pieces.
blow and a stinging in my hands
Somehow he just knew he was
and then quickly discovered I no
in a very dangerous position, and
longer had an operating rifle. A
after the shell landed he yelled
bullet had hit the stock right over
my belly button and had disinte-
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so I sat in one and with my 38 in
hand motioned the crowd to
stand along one wall and keep
still and quiet. Bob Kelloway sat
in the other and had his shave
given by an enemy barber with a
straight razor in hand.
He got finished and we
changed places.
Boy oh boy - that barber was
scared to death because he was
shaking so much. I don't see how
he managed to hang on to that
razor and shave a guy without
taking off" layers of skin. Think
about it - you stretched your chin
up in the air so he could run a
very dangerous weapon over your
windpipe, which you could feel
moving in a series of nervous
jerks.
As I recall we even tried to pay
the guy with some of the brand
new invasion money which he
had never seen before. We then
rejoined the unshaven rough
looking bunch outside.
After the AGIRA connection
which has already been mentioned we proceeded in an
easterly direction toward Mount
Etna. We passed REGALBUTO
and came to a series of hills
strongly held by the Germans.
Hill 736 was our objective, and
leaving our company headquarters down by the river which I
believe was the Simeto River we headed up the hill.
The whole area was generally
open grassland w.'ith large chunks
of rock scattered throughout,
some as large as a tank or even a
house.
We eventually had to take
cover behind one of the larger
ones, and we were held there all
day.
It was here that Lieutenant
Kelloway tried to return fire with

THROUGH SICILY
FROM PAGE 49
again, and with a great big grin on
his face said, "Hey Sarge, I guess I
must have known what I was
talking about".
I know that I have thanked the
Good Lord for finally making me
to change my mind and say yes,
because otherwise Makokus would
have departed this life and my
conscience would never have
been at rest-

Close shave
Our next stop was the town of
Agira itself so we crossed over the
valley without much trouble and
eventually entered the main
street. Here we found several
stores but a complete lack of
population and vehicles.
We moved down one side as
close as possible to the store
fronts as an awful lot of bullets
going in both directions and the
occasional anti-tank shell displacing the air with a loud w.'histle.
Lieutenant Kelloway and I were
standing in a storefront doorway
which turned out to be a barbershop, so we decided to go inside
where it might be a little safer.
We found the space inside
filled with very scared people -1
would guess about 15 to 18. Since
landing in Sicily none. of us had
had time for shave or a decent
wash so we were looking a little
ragged - so we looked at each
other and Lieutenant Kelloway
said, "How about a shave ?"
"Why not, that's a good idea,
maybe it will get a little quieter
outside".
There were two barber chairs.,
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his Tommy Gun, hut became too
exposed and was killed instantly.
He was a real loss to all of" us. The
hill was finally taken and we
moved on.

Hot as HacSes
The company was moving
forward and at 8 to 10 miles west
of Mount Etna it was as hot as
Hades. We were alongside a small
river and at one point I remember
we dropped our weapons and
jumped right into the water.
Boy - did that feel good! In 10
to 15 minutes we were bone dry
again
We continued and the closer
we got to the volcano the worse
the smell of sulphur became. The
entire area was completely bare nothing whatsoever was living.
There was even a yellow tinge in
the atmosphere and on the
ground itself".
The town ofRIPOSIO is only
about eight miles east of the
volcano cone itself and has a
constant strong smell of sulphur
which to me would be unbearable.
We continued and I believe it
was somewhere around SAN
ALESSIO that we finally got a
ride.

So long Sidiv
Our fighting days in Sicily were
over and we were taxied by truck
to a spot on the north-east coast
about 15 miles south of
MESSINA.
We rested here for a few days
before heading for REGGIO DI
CALABRIA on the south toe of
Italy and lots more arguments
with the enemy.
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THE OLD ORTONA ARM
BY KEN TINGLEY
Between January and March 1964 the Department of
National Defence decommissioned HMCS Nonsuch, the
naval drill hall located in Edmonton s river valley.
However, its proud military tradition would be
continued, for on March 1, 1965 the building was
renamed the Ortona Armoury to commemorate the
Loyal Edmonton Regiment's great battle at Ortona, Italy,
in 1943.
In April the Loyal Edmonton Regiment took. over the
building for militia training. It would occupy the Ortona
Armoury until 1977, when it was turned over to the
The former Ortona Armoury as it looks today.
Commonwealth Games Association.

Since The Loyal Edmonton Regiment left Ortona
Armoury in 1977, the old building has served several
other functions. In August 1979 the Edmonton Society
The site originally belonged to the Hudson's Bay tor Gymnastics-Fitness, and the Bounders Gymnastics
Company. The building permit to build a stables and Club, were able to gain a one-year lease from the federal
warehouse there was issued to the Bay in June 1914. government.
On April Fool's Day, 1983 the City of Edmonton
However, the Great War intervened, and it was not
acquired
Oitona from the federal government in a
built for some time. Between 1924 and 1928 the Edmonproperty
exchange.
By February 28, 1988 the Ortona
ton Pure Butter Plant leased the building, beginning
Gymnastics
Club
had
vacated the building. Today an arts
business on May 17, 1924cooperative
are
tenants
of the old premises.
It shared the premises with the National Trade Schools
in 1928, but following the October Crash in 1929 the
place stood vacant for two years.
In 1931 the Commercial Cartage Company took up
residence, and the following year the Alberta Poultry
Mariena Wyman, Edmonton artist, and one of the
Pool Ltd. also moved in. As the Depression progressed,
tenants in the. Ortona, hopes to preserve arid perhaps
the site once again stood vacant during 1933 and 1934.
restore some of the features of the old building.
From 1937 to 1939 a Robert Kuhn was the tenant, while Her efforts have provided a historical outline of the
the Boy's Department of Youth Training School briefly structure @ but she would like readers to share any of their
occupied the building after January 17, 1938.
memories of the Ortona.
The site apparently saw its first military activities on I would be especially interested in any Eddies' memoFebruary 11, 1939, when the Royal Canadian Naval ries, or photographs. Please contact me, or Mariena,
Volunteer Reserve took over the old Hudson's Bay
through the Loyal Edmonton Regiment Museum at the
Company stables. The federal government paid the BayPrince of Wales Armouries Heritage Centre.
one dollar for the site, and converted it to HMCS
Nonsuch at this time.
Edmonron military historian Ken Tingley has produced
On May 8, 1943 Nonsuch built a new naval drill hall,
For King And Country: Alberta in the Second World
and the stables apparently continued as a basic training War, and The Path of Duty: The Wartime Letters of
station for the RCNVR. In March 1946 the station
Alwyn Bramley-Moore: 1914-1916.
returned to peacetime status, remaining as HMCS
Both hooks are available at The LoW Edmonton Regime
Nonsuch until 1964, then becoming; Ortona Annourv inMi iseurn.
1965.

A colourful history

Share photos and memorie
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COINCIDENCES
A Loyal Eddie looks back onexcept maybe for a few fellows
some oddities of life and war. swallowing too much salt water. So

my freedom for the rest of the month,
as I was AWOL for a day and a half. I
our ship slid further down the coast to thought it a hell of a price to pay for a
Phillipville, were we disembarked at
celebrative hangover, and I should
110 degrees in the shade. We set up
have had a lawyer. Where the hell
camp on the high ground on the
was Ed Boyd when you needed him?
outskirts of Phillipville overlooking
Anyway, it was a separate tent for
I come from a little town called
the Mediterranean. We were still
the prisoners with an armed guard,
Wayne in the coal mining area
wearing army serge, so swims in the
and "Don't talk to these outlaws."
around Dmmheller. At one time
warm blue water were the order of the You got the leftovers at paealtime.
seven mines were operating there,
day. Eventually summer uniforms
Dave Boyer used to eat his meal late
and it had a population of almost
caught up with us, along with more
and would be washing his mess tin at
.3,000. Many were immigrants from
the same time as me, singing his head
duties.
other lands who came because of job
One duty was guarding 15th
off with any news, without looking at
opportunities in the coal mines. One
Canadian General Hospital located
me. He wasn't much of a singer,
was E. Panico from Ortona, Italy, who further inland at a place called "El
making the guard suspicious. By the
was killed by a rockfall in the Ideal
Arouch." Some of the bushes around end ot my term 1 was still burping
Coal Company mine on October 21,
the encampment received more
"grappa", which was twice as bad as
1927.
attention at 2:00 a.m. than they
our hometown moonshine. It was
When I joined up I was hoping to deserved from itchy trigger fingers,
made from "Mama Mia" coming
get into the Signals Corps as a
but on the other hand several sneak
directly from the barn barefoot and
despatch rider, but at the Prince of
thieves were shot.
jumping into the grape tub for ail
Wales Armouries they were seeking
As resistance stiffened in Sicily and hour's stomping to produce wine
volunteers for the 1st Canadian
casualties increased, drafts began
which was later distilled. The
Parachute Battalion. I signed on for
leaving for die front. Soon my
barnyard ingredients gave this
this and eventually was sent to
brother and I were at a camp near
concoction bouquet and body - lots
Montreal. I hoped to go down tor
Mount Etna. On parade one day his
and lots of body.
training at Fort Benning, Georgia,
name was called out and he left with
Having paid my debt to the
but was turned down because ot two
a number of others.
Regiment, the 1st Canadian Division,
minor AWOLs on my short army
When I got to the Regiment at
Prime Minister Mac.K;nzie King, and
service. One of the seven chaps who
Pot-enza, I met Dave Boyer, who was a King George VI, I was allowed to
volunteered from Edmonton who did home town hoy. He informed me
retrieve my rifle or a facsimile and
get to go to Pennine was Andrew
Ches hadn't arrived there. We were
join my comrades on the move to the
McNally.
pu2:led as to where he had gone.
Adriatic Coast, and thence the Moro
I wound up going overseas as an Later on we came out of the line on
River, Vino Ridge, and finally
infantry reinforcement and landed at
rest at a place called Campobasso,
Ortonaa depot where I met my younger
and on one of our first days there I
Just before entering this little town
brother Chester, who had been
was walking down a street and
on the Adriatic, a Seaforth Hightransferred from the Calgary Highbumped into Ches. He was now in
lander came down the line of Eddies
landers as a reinforcement tor the
the Army Service Coips, as there was asking about a McPhee. It turned out
Edmonton Regiment. We didn't
a shortage of drivers, and had been
to he Bohby Goodfellow from my
know it at the time, ot course, but
hauling ammunition and supplies to
home town. Bobbv did not survive
this was in preparation for the Sicily
the front. Seeing that both of us were the Ortona hell hole. A few years
invasion.
still alive seemed to call for a celebra- after the war it occurred to me that E.
Ches and I were on the Greek boat tion, and Ches happened to have a
Panico from Ortona had been killed
"Nea Hellas" in Algiers harbour on
gallon of "grappa" hack at his
in Wayne, and 17 years later Bobby
my 21st birthday when the 1st
encampment.
Division landed in Sicily. Casualties
That coincidental meeting cost me
from the landing were almost nil

BYMELMCPHEE

CONTINUED O
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COINCIDENCES
1943:
FROM PAGE 52

Goodfellow from Wayne was killed in
Ortona. It was almost like a trade off,
and to me quite a coincidence.
One of the few pieces of memorabilia I brought back to Canada, other
than a bellyfull of ulcers, was a
photograph of Andy McNally I cut
out of the Maple Leaf newspaper we
used to get. Andy was listed killed in
action in 1945 at the Rhine Crossing.
His photograph sat dormant for a
number of years, fading like my
memory of many events of those
hectic years.
The ulcers which plagued me
during my service and for the next 17
years led to an operation in 1964
which removed 55% of my stomach.
A whole new world opened up tor
me. Doing about 10 rounds every
evening on a punching bag set up in
the basement put me in the best
shape I'd ever been. That fall I was
laying near a slough waiting tor a
duck to show up when across the way
a parachutist landed ever so softly in a
wheat field. Years of wondering what
it would be like tilled my mind.
Joining rhe Edmonton parachute club
at age 42 made my wife wonder about
my sanity. Expecting to hear the word
"divorce", I heard "stupid" instead as I
began my walk back in time. I trained
with the cluh over the winter, and in
the spring on the day before my first
jump an exact replica ot the picture of
Andy McNally appeared as a commemorative entry on the Edmonton
lournal's obituary page. I was unsure
what, it any, conclusion to draw from
what in my mind was a hell of a
coincidence.
These two coincidences, not earth
shattering, not involving any derringdo, and probably not ot interest to
many, were nonetheless events that
have occupied my mind during those
times when the war years are brought
hack to memory, and we are brought
back to the days ot our youth.

THE ROAD T

" 1943: The Rood To Ortona" ^
Ivy Saveno Di Tullio
S
Translated hy Angela
Arnone and Alex MacQuan-ie p^S
Legas, Ottawa, 1998
I ;.-;
Reviewed by
j .'t
MAJOR DAVID A. HAAS | ^
r^ias.
"Ortona is peaceful, it's
'),^
back of the line ..." So sang
-;i^
the Loyal Eddies in "South Of ^
The Sangro."
^
But the fight to pacify the
;@,.,
Italian Adriatic coastal port
1U
and push it back of the line
^'^
had been brutal, part ot what
,^
one critic of Allied war policy / "'-'
called climbing up the
___
backbone ot the Axis. The
-;-;;;
week of gruelling combat cost S&
one-sixth of the dead the
Regiment suffered in nearly 22
have worsened things.
months' combat service during the
For a Canadian audience, the
Second World War.
major interest is the extensive
This hook tells the story of that
treatment of the fighting up to
battle in a full colour strip drawings
Ortona and in the city itself. The
format. Readers of the old Classics
Comics Illustrated will he familiar with research behind the hook has been
commended by noted Canadian
the approach. It is unfortunate no
military historian, and now Director
accepted term exists in English to
cover that style of book, for ''comic" and Chief Executive Officer of the
Canadian War Museum, Jack
it surely is not.
The author is an Italian educator Granatstein.
The quality of the artwork is good.
and artist, who produced the Italian
Any criticisms I may have are
language original in connection with
minor
exercises in fault finding.
the 50th anniversary of the battle.
Here
and there the translation
Visiting Canadian veterans came
yields awkward, un-idiomatic
across it, and arrangements were
made for English and French transla- English. There is some inconsistency
between when conversations are
tions for the Canadian market.
given in the original language, and
The hook was produced for an
Italian audience, and a large section when rendered into English. One bit
deals the local implications of Italy's of cleaning up I think we can he
thankful for is the lack of derogatory
equivocal role during the war.
ethnic expressions that were comApart from demonstrating the
plight of civilians caught in a combat mon enough at the time.
Triis book is available to Association
zone, brutality hy German troops
members from f/ie Museum for $25, at
towards the civilian populace is a
frequent theme. Resentment towards the address given on Page 2 of the
a former ally turning allegiance may Forinniner.
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ACTION ON THE HITLER
in. It was really crowded so I said I Before I started digging I asked
was going into the next one.
Vino who he was digging the
Dodds said, "No, you're okay
trench for and he said the
This tells about one long day in here."
Colonel.
the life of a surviving Canadian
"There is something wrong," I
I dug a short while, and another
soldier. The episode is from Monte said. "I am going to the next one." barrage started so I flopped down
Cassino (The Hitler Line).
So I ran and dove in; I was all and just then another fellow dived
Our group started going into the alone. Just then all hell broke
in beside me. His head was
line in the early hours on May
loose and the shells came down.
sticking above ground level so I
23,1944.1 was with a section from One hit on the edge and my head- put my arm around his neck and
Support Company with Vino
was vibrating and the smell of
pulled him down. I told him to
Smith. Our Sergeant was Matt
cordite was so strong it was
keep his bloody head and butt
Pierce, a very brave and detersickening.
down. The shelling stopped.
mined man.
The shelling stopped. All at
I had not seen this soldier
As we were going into the fog once a voice called down and said, before. He asked me how I was
and smoke we saw a wounded
"Lenko are you dead yet?" It was doing and I cut loose in no
PPCLI soldier walking out with
Sergeant Pierce. I said, "No Matt, uncertain terms and let him know
his arm bandaged.
not yet."
how I felt as I had to dig this
I asked him, "Where is the front
I then got out of the trench and trench for the Colonel. Then I
line?", and he said, "You're in it." ran to a shack with half doors, I
asked if he was one of the men
We walked by a couple of self- went inside and then a couple of
that had just come up the line.
propelled guns and came. to a
tank men came to the one half
He said, "No, I'm the Colonel."
knoll. We laid down and I could
door and wanted in.
Colonel Coleman had fatigue
hear this zip zip zip and I hollered
So I said, "Come to the other
dress on and no sign of recognito Vino that I was in a hornet's
door." I noticed his uniform was
tion. Then he said to me, "Soldier,
stained with blood. We got him
nest.
I think the trench is deep enough
He said, "Roll down , those are to the Medical Officer. Along the so you can go." I sure felt like hell!
not hornets." So I rolled down and way we found Private Brown's
That evening we came out of
we started putting one foot ahead
medical bag, so we gave it to the
the front line about 8 p.m. tired
of another. We looked ahead to a
doctor.
and hungry with a lot less men
cross roads and just then our
Then we came back to the
than we went in with.
motor truck was hit and started on original trench and I learned
We went into a rest area after a
fire.
Sergeant Dodds trench received a couple more battles before we got
We had our 40 power German direct hit and all were killed.
to Rome. The rest area was at
FOO binoculars (acquired from an
About 3 o'clock in the afterPiedamonte d'Alife.
enemy soldier who no longer
noon I looked in front of us and
I was always able to avoid
needed them) in it, so they were
saw Vino Smith digging a trench
Colonel Coleman except one dav
lost.
by the tree line.
when we passed each other and I
We went a little further to a tree
He hollered out, "Come and
had to salute him. He must have
line and took cover in some
relieve me, has nobody got any
recognized me as he went by, he
deserted German trenches. I was
guts?"
had a big grin on his face!
in the trench by myself till
So I crawled out and took the
So after a well-earned rest we
Sergeant Dodds came in with me. spade and went to work digging.
went on to further battles. Always
Then two more fellows crowded It was only about a foot deep.
a mountain to climb.

BY SAMUEL LENKO
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A VISIT TO FORT SMITH

THE LOYAL EDMONTON RE
classroom map and compass
instruction. In particular they had
a keen interest when shown how
to search and control prisoners,
and had a good time practising on
one another.

Humorous situations arose
when least expected. Once, upon
completion of a map and compass
march, a cadet patrol stopped at a
store for refreshments. When the
break was finished a Loyal Eddie
began marching the cadets back.
He ordered the cadets to double
ff After a
time which all did - except for
one lad in the rear. The militia
pause, the
soldier ran back to him and told
him to "Double time!"
voice in the dark'
"What?" asked the cadet.
ness pleaded^
"I said Double Time!"
"What?"
'But Frn
"Run, dammit, run!"
only 13/ 99
"I can't run Corporal, I'll spill
mySlurpee!"
The exercise was a huge success
The militia troops had to allow as soldiers fomied a good rapport
with cadets. Teasing went back
for the cadets' point of view of
and forth, culminating in a big
operations. Once during night
The next day the cadets
snowball fight.
operations, the cadets were
conducted patrols throughout Fort adopting a defensive position on a
Smith. Patrolling through the
small hill, laying on the ground in
downtown area carrying radios on an all round defence like spokes of
their backs gave the cadets some a wheel. The ground was mostly
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
much needed exposure. They
bare grass but some snow paths
soldiers were impressed by the
drew a lot of attention from
remained. One voice out of the
hospitality afforded them. One of
civilians, especially those of" cadet darkness complained about
the cadet mothers prepared a
getting wet. A Loyal Eddie
age.
turkey dinner with all the trimCadets adapted to the techresponded, in an audible whisper
mings. It was delivered to the
niques of conversing on the radio "I humped a 50 pound rucksack,
armouries, with cutlery, white
so well that chatter between
breaking trail with snowshoes
table cloth, bowls of potatoes,
patrols had to be curtailed. These through waist deep snow, and
vegetables,
dressing and a whole
were mostly girls, as the boys
pulled a 200-pound toboggan tor
turkey.
All
this
just for the militia
seemed more apprehensive about 14 kilometres".
soldiers,
who
were
deeply appretalking and required prompting.
After a pause, the voice in the
ciative of the amount of effort to
The cadets really enjoyed the darkness pleaded, "But I'm only
make them feel welcome!
training and responded enthusias- 13".
tically throughout, except for the

In early April, Captain Federation, Corporal Cruces, and
Privates Martin, German and
Ulanicki from The Loyal Edmonton Regiment made a 16hour road trek to run a communications and patrolling exercise
with the Fort Smith N.WT.
affiliated cadet corps.
Evening training touched on
basic radio assembly and voice
procedure. In addition to the
training, Corporal Cruces showed
the cadets a video tape of his
recent Basic Parachute Course. A
number of cadets expressed a keen
desire to work towards the cadet
parachute qualification.

Oooct rapport

Appreciation
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WHERE Is MY WANDER
the 1997 re-union, but had been
Last year's editor suggested we
visiting England, Holland and
could do with an imaginative
new title since the column isFrance to see some very good
army buddies,
not just about menfolk. The new
editor agrees, but is short on
He had a terrific time seeing
imagination; the new title saves a some of the old haunts.
word.

After the war he operated a
flower shop and greenhouse in
Edmonton for a number of years,
then served in the Pay Corps for
10 years. He went on to become
an accountant, and worked for
National Revenue before retiring
to Victoria in 1979.

Brien, Fred

Adamson, Wrote from Ottawa to pass
Tom N. Scottv
thanks to lan Edwards, Ed Boyd,
Scotty wrote to say that he and
wife Mary are in reasonably good
health in their eighties, and
continue to enjoy life.
Tom points out that the lower
right hand photo on the lower
right hand of page 33 of last year's
issue wrongly identifies the
couple on the left, who are Tom
and Mary, the other couple are
the McBrides.
Tom's article on the Naviglio
Canal appears in this issue.

and Chris Atkin for all their work
after Barney Olson.
Fred remembers like it was
yesterday being about six feet
from Major Bury in Agira. He was
standing up to see over some
rocks at the cemetery wall, where
the enemy was firing at very close
range. A mortar shell landed
between them, and a machine
gun was firing too. He saw Major
Bury get hit and fall. A real
soldier! Fred also passes his best
to the militia.

Punbar, Wiiiiam
Wrote from Nanaimo. B.C. to
say that he is sorry he could not
attend the B.C. Branch AGM.
Since December 1997 he has
been legally blind.
He says it is a hard road to
follow, however, the Veteran's
Blind Institute is very supportive,
for which he gives thanks.

Quay, John.
Jonny wrote to say that he is
always busy, e.g. restoring a
tractor for snow plowing, doing
wood working, walking his bus
trails, and poking fun at politicians.
He says this keeps up the old
spirit.

Black,
Charles, Paul
Charles "Ernie"Regretted that he could not
Wrote to say he moved to
Vernon, B.C. from Camrose,
Alberta, in 1969, and has been
retired since 1984.
Has been married fifty-two
years to number 1 wife. Has three
daughters and eight grandchildren. He enjoys living in the
beautiful Okanagan.

attend the B.C. Branch AGM,
the spirit is willing but the flesh is
weak.

Dreger, Dei

Wrote to say that he had a
serious heart attack in November
1997.
He went overseas with the
Regiment in 1939 but transferred
to the RCAF in 1942, and flew
Wrote to apologize for missing reconnaissance.

Boyer, David
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Guthrle, Kathleen

Was unable to attend the
luncheon in Victoria; she is
finding getting around very
difficult.
She hoped that Colonel Stone
is keeping well.

CONTINUED ON
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gratitude to all Regimental
Association personnel in Victoria and Edmonton regarding the
dedication of the Clitton/Macdonald Memorial Park in Edmonton in 1997.

WHERE Is
MY WANDERER?

Paulsen, Ralph
Wrote to say he and Eileen
celebrated their 53rd wedding
anniversary at their Florida
winter home.
After returning from Germany
in 1946 Ralph spent nearly
twenty years in the Royal
Canadian Navy, then another
doing Social Work in Nova
Scotia.
In 1995 Ralph lost his right
eye from a ruptured eyeball, and
since then degeneration of the
remaining eye has rendered him
nearly totally blind.
However, he is still able to
take walks in familiar areas
around home, and enjoys reading
the Fortyniner cover to cover
with the assistance of a CCTV
magnifying reader.
In a second note in September,
Ralph wrote that he regretted he
would be unable to attend the
annual general meeting. He says
that his loss of vision casts a
burden not only on himself, but
on those kind souls who feel a
need to assist him in getting
around.

FROM PAGE 56
James, Sid
Maxwell, Margaret
Wrote to say that he and his
wife now winter in Ladysmith,
B.C.
A little warmer than their
usual abode in Killam, Alberta?

Jones, Ellen
Wrote from Surrey, B.C. that
she was unable to attend the
Victoria luncheon, much as she
would have loved to see all the
ladies as well as the rest of the
49ers.

Wrote to say that reading her
husband's diary notes in the
1997 Fortyniner brought back
many memories of those trying
days.
She also points out her husband's initials are J.P, not J.T!

McPhee, Mel
Wrote that instead of absorbing Arizona's sunshine last
wdnter, he and his wife decided
that Edmonton's climate was
due for a change, with the
projected appearance of El
Nine.
The miserly state of the
Canadian dollar also helped
them decide.
They wondered about their
reasoning during last January's
deep freeze; Mel says old bones
balk at -20 to -30 degree
w.'eather!
We wonder how Mel's old
bones handled the trip back to
Ortona this year!

Kirbv, Violet E.
Wrote to say she was very
impressed when she visited the
museum in October 1997; it
brought back many memories of
Oxted in Surrey, England.

Likes, Mel
Wrote to say that in June he
had visited his son in Edmonton,
who took him to see the Regimental Museum.
He enjoyed the visit very
much and was sorry to hear of
the flooding soon after and
hoped that all would quickly be
back to normal.

Visited the Museum in May in
conjunction with the launching
of the South Alberta Regiment's
history: South Albertas: A Canadian Regiment At W^ar, reviewed
in this issue by lan Edwards.
Harry generously donated a
copy of the book to the Museum,

Metz, Ed
Wrote to say that he had
cancelled a trip to Mexico, but
was going to take a trip south
later.
Ed mentioned he had been to
two Remembrance Day ceremonies in Abbey, Saskatchewan.

Macdonald, Mickey
Wrote to express her undying

Quarton, Lieutenant Colonel Harry
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and the new colour
Smythe,Fortyniner
photos. Health problems confine
his social life to long visits to
Harold "Boyce"
doctors and lab waiting rooms.

WHERE Is
MY WANDERER?
Writes to say that he has trouble
FROM PAGE 5 7

with writing, but would like to see
hello to Ed Boyd, who knew him
as Smithy.
Harry points out that the
Also to Rollie Casigner, who
unknown in the Sergeants' Mess
photo on page 25 of last years joined the same regiment with
issue, middle row, right end, is him before going to The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment.
Sergeant Dave McBean, who
If Stan Chettleborough rememworked for Harry in the Quarterbers
him as Boyce, Hi! Also Jim
master Stores.
Foote. Boyce does not travel now,
except to care centres.

Scott, Ronald W.

But Nick is still mobile enough
to walk his Dalmatian "Kelly" to a
nearby nature park. This is more
difficult in the rain, but it's thendaily route march.

Tapiin, LE. "les"
Wrote to express regrets that
health problems precluded
attending the Victoria Annual
General Meeting and Luncheon.

Stone, Colonel
White, Ernie
James "Jim" Wrote from Grande Prairie,

Wrote from Ashmont, Alberta,
w.'here he and his wife Gladys still
reside.
They have been retired for 12
Colonel Stone wrote to thank
years. Ron still enjoys fishing, and
the Edmonton Branch of the
goes every chance he gets. He still
Association for a framed replica of
enjoys the Fortyniner very much.
the Regimental Colours presented
to him to mark his ninetieth
Smith, W.H. birthday.
He appreciated the messenger
Writes to say that after sobering who had the uncomfortable task of
transporting the picture from
up in the winter of 1945 he came
Edmonton, and regrets that he was
out to B.C. and went to work for
not in a position to suitably
B.C. Forest Services.
entertain him.
His job lasted 35 years, and
In another note, Colonel Stone
ended him up after several moves
wrote
that he is slowly fading away
at Houston, B.C., where he
as all good soldiers should, dozing
decided to stay having bought a
with his memories in a comforthouse.
He and Elaine celebrated their able chair overlooking the sea.
The happiest part of his life was
50th wedding anniversary in June
1997. He turned 80 the following spent in the army, and the names
recorded in the Fortyniner bring
August.
He travelled to Holland in 1985 back incidents of fifty-five years
and 1995.
ago.
He still enjoys life despite wear
and tear, and not drinking anymore! He also swears he hasn't
stolen any chickens since hitting
Writes from Surrey, B.C. to say
the Senio River.
that he enjoyed the 1997

Alberta, to tell of the Last Hurrah
of the Northern 49ers.
Thanks to Mike Antonio they
had a nice afternoon at the Legion
Park. Attending were Bill Purvis,
Mike Antonio, Vie Lawrence,
Colin White, Bill Thompson,
Chris "Tommy" Thompson, Len
Lamoureau, and Ernie White.
They spent a Saturday afternoon reminiscing, drinking a cup
or two of Vermouth, Vino Bianco.
A buffet supper was put on by
Betty Belford, Tom's widow, who is
now remarried. Ruth Antonio was
Betty's assistant. Ernie presented
Betty with a thank you card and a
memento in appreciation of all the
buffets she headed up when the
Edmonton group came up for a
picnic.
The Northern group decided to
disperse their funds. Halt was give
to the local Royal Canadian
Legion, which has been supportive
to the 49ers over the years. The
other half went to the Fortyniner
magazine.

Sykes, Nick. R.
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CANADIANS AT WAR
South Albertas, A Canadian Regiment At War

Clear and concise

Donald Graves has written a most excellent account of the
by DONALD E. GRAVES
SAR's
progress in the war. His book, full page size and over
Robin Brass Studio: Toronto, 1998
400 pages, is illustrated with clear and concise maps. PhoReviewed by CAPTAIN IAN G. EDWARDStographs on almost every page add to the human dimension
ever present in the book. Graves' clear writing style assists the
The South Alberta Regiment was headquartered in Medi- reader to understand the roles that die 10th Infantry Brigade
played, closely supported by the SAR, within the 4th Canacine Hat and, like our own Edmonton Regiment, struggled
dian
Armoured Division. Loyal Eddies will be familiar with
throughout the 1920s and dusty '30s conducting infantry
many
who played key parts in the destiny of the SAR. The
training locally on winter evenings and at Sarcee Camp for a
10th
Brigade
was commanded by our own Jim Jefferson, and
week or two each summer. In June 1940 The South Alberta
in
the
initial
phases
of the Normandy campaign the 4th
Regiment, Canadian Active Service Force, was mobilized as
an infantry battalion, part of the 4th Canadian InfantryDivision. Much of its recruiting took place in Edmonton:
Companies of the SAR recruited by:
@ HQ Company in Calgary - Calgary Regiment (Tank)
8 A Company in Medicine Hat - South Alberta Regiment
e B Company in Edmonton - 19th Alberta Dragoons
@ C Company in Edmonton - Edmonton Fusiliers
@ D Company in Calgary - 15th Alberta Light Horse
Initial training took place at our own Prince of Wales
Armouries, followed by training at Dundurn, Saskatchewan
[not a popular locale then or now), at Nanaimo, British
Columbia, guarding power plants at Niagara, Ontario, and
finally at Debert, Nova Scotia.
The 4th Division was converted to Armour in February,
1942 and the SAR became the 29th Canadian Armoured
Reconnaissance Regiment (South Alberta Regiment).
The SAR went to England in August 1942, and on 25 July
1944 landed in Normandy.
Early training as infantry stood the SAR well in its new role
requiring close armour/infantry support in battle.
Throughout the Normandy campaign, on into Belgium,
Bl'LJ>M^L^r<;1^4H^^
Holland and finally into Germany itself, the SAR operated in
PRICES HAVE NEVER
close support of The Algonquin Regiment, The Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders of Canada and The Lincoln and
BEEN MORE
Welland Regiment.
AFFORDABLE
The. SAR gained from the attachment of our Bill Cromb in
Hundreds
of
listings are available starting
March 1944 to update them in infantry tactics. Cromb saw
as
low as $3000 down.
much of the SAR while commanding the Links in battle
before returning to our Regiment at war's end. Bob Bradbum,
CALL TODAY I
River City
who commanded our Regiment in the 1950s, transferred from
the SAR to command the Algonquins in Normandy.

CONTINUED
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the only Canadian Armoured
Corps member to be so decorated
during the war.
The SAR took part in the bitter
fighting that lasted three months to
Division was lead by George
clear the Scheldt, the channel area
Kitching who had commanded the leading to Antwerp. The Scheldt
Eddies in England.
was bitterly held by Gel-man forces
Graves doesn't downplay the
in order to prevent the port
SARs lack of experience its initial opening to Allied shipping necesactions in the Normandy camsary for the final thrust into Gerpaign. The SAR failed in attacks at
many.
Tilly-la-Campagne and later at
Quesnay but the SAR. were not
alone in that regard. The rush was
on to close the Falaise Gap,
spearheaded by the 4th Canadian
Armoured Division, closing from
the north. Graves questions why
the gap was not closed by Omar
Bradley. His 90th U.S. Infantry
Division was within 6 miles of
Canadian lines on August 16.
Instead, Bradley ordered Patton
to stop advancing from the south
and the gap was never closed.
While the Allied armies took
50,000 GenTian prisoners and
some 10,000 were killed,
ss
165,000 slipped through to gf
tight again - impossible for asl,
one division to stop. The
||
Germans poured through the ||
thin infantry lines like water. ||

It was during this time that
SAR squadron commander
Major D-V. Currie earned a
Victoria Cross for the gallant
efforts of himself and his
Sherman V crews on 18-20
August 1944 at St. Lambertsur-Dives, France.
Currie was the only
Canadian to be awarded a
VC for valour in the Northwest Europe campaign and

In February 1945 the SAR
encountered deep mud advancing
to the Hoclwald Gap. It was not
terrain suitable for tank warfare,
and the SAR paid the price against
all manner of German tanks and
determined troops. Again, Graves
points to Vokes for lack of understanding how to employ armour.

The Ronson'

Tills history has many helpful
appendices, listing battle honours,
awards and decorations plus a
The SAR distinguished itself
complete list of all who served with
helping clear the Kapelsche Veer
the SAR from its mobilization to
on the Maas in the winter of 1944- VE Day. The nan'ative sketches the
45. At great cost the river island
pre-war life of each of the many
was cleared, although its military
South Albertans w.'ho paid the
necessity was doubtful. Ordered by supreme price serving Canada at
Major General Chris Vokes (as well war. A manual is included comparliked by the 4th Division as he had ing the weapons of the SAR and
been back in Italy with our own 1st opposing German tanks, but
Division), some of his tactics failed probably as many SAR tanks were
at the cost of many Canadian lives. knocked out by panzerfausts - handheld, one-shot disposable
-_ Gemrian bazookas.
|| Throughout most of the
Northwest Europe campaign
the SAR was equipped with
the Sherman V. Outgunned,
with inadequate armour
plating, the gasoline-fuelled
Sherman was known by
Allied troopers as The
Ronson, after the cigarette
lighter (motto: "lights first
time, every time").
In 1954 The South Alberta
I Regiment was amalgamated
out of existence and is now
perpetuated by The South
Alberta Light Horse,
(RCAC). It is fitting that the
SALH today has a squadron
in Edmonton where so many
wartime SAR members began
their long journey.

Seneral Yokes
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THE WARRIOR BARD
"They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old ..." How
often have you read or heard these shivering words spoken on
Remembrance Day?
The tull passage, which in recent years was printed on the back
cover of the Forty-Miner, is the fourth verse of a poem by an
Englishman who spent the greater part of his life working in the
British Museum, becoming Keeper of the Department of Prints
and Drawings in 1932. An accomplished poet, winner of the
prestigious Newdigate Prize, he spent 1933-4 as Professor of Poetry
at Harvard. In World War One this bookish, academic man
served at the front with the Red Cross, and from his experiences
wrote of soldiers who indeed would grow not old ....

FOR THE FALLEN
By Laurence Binyon
With proud thanksgiving, a mother for her children,
England mourns for her dead across the sea,
Flesh of her flesh they were, spirit of her spirit,
Fallen in the cause of the free.
Solemn the drums thrill: Death august and royal
Sings sorrow up into immortal spheres,
There is music in the midst of desolation
And a glory that shines upon our tears.
They went with songs to the battle, they were young,
Straight of limb, true of eye, steady and aglow.
They were staunch to the end against odds uncounted,
They fell with their faces to the foe.
They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old:
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in the morning
We will remember them.
l hey mingle not with their laughing comrades again;
They sit no more at familiar tables of home;
They have no lot in our labour of the day-time:
They sleep beyond England's foam.

Plus

NO PAYMENTS NO INTERE
FOR SIX MONTHS! O.A.C

But where our desires are and our hopes profound,
Felt as a well-spring that is hidden from sight,
To the innermost heart of their own land they are known
As the stars are known to the Night;

.^^^^. (Limited Time Offer)
.
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As the stars that shall be bright when we are dust
Moving in marches upon the heavenly plain,
As the stars that are starry in the time of our darkness,
To the end, to the end, they remain.
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LAST POST
BILOU, CLIFFORD
Passed away March 1998, at age
79. Cliff served overseas with the
Regiment and was wounded in
Sicily and at Ortona. He was a
member of the B.C. Branch of the
Association.

HUNTINGTON, CAPTAIN
Training Plan. He worked for
THOMAS FAULKNER
many years for Edmonton TelePassed away June 12, 1998, at phones until shortly before his
the age of 94 years in Calgary. A
death.
member of the Militia before
World War II, he attended the
MAHOOD, ALEXANDER
Coronation of King George VI as
Passed away in December 1997
part of the Canadian Contingent.
in Edmonton, Alberta, at age 88.
CHILDS, JACK
Tom served overseas with the
Alex joined the Calgary HighPassed away May 28, 1998, in Regiment and with the Royal
landers at the start of the war, but
Duncan, B.C. Jack was a member Canadian Engineers. In civil life
transferred to the Regiment and
of both the Edmonton and B.C.
he worked tor many years for the
served at Ortona, where he was
CPR, and in the oil patch. During captured. While being transported
Branches of the Association.
the war he coached the Regias a prisoner he was wounded by
FIELD, PRIMROSE
ment's championship tug-of-war
fire directed against the Germans,
Passed away November 14,
team. Tom was a member of the
and his left leg had to be ampu1998, age 80. Prim is survived by B.C. Branch of the Association.
tated below the knee. A longtime
her husband Gig Field.
member of the War Amps, he
IRELAND, PAT
worked for the Unemployment
FORGIE, HENRY
Of High Prairie, no details
Insurance Commission until
Passed away November 16,
available. Pat was a member of the retiring in 1971.
Edmonton Branch of the Associa1998, age 78. Henry was a member of the Edmonton Branch of
McDONALD, SHEILA
tion.
the Association.
MURIEL
KEEN, ALBERT DOUGLAS
Passed away on November 22,
HARRIS, CAPTAIN GEOFF
Passed away August 4, 1998, at 1998. Sheila was the wife of Bert,
Passed away May 1, 1998, in
the age of 78 years in Edmonton.
predeceased. She was a Ladv
Waterloo, Ontario. Geoff served
Member of the Edmonron Branch
with the Regiment in Sicily, Italy, JEFFERSON, MARJORIE
of the Association.
and North-West Europe. His civil
The widow of Brigadier J.C.
career was with the Mutual Life
Jefferson, the Regiment's ComMcKENZIE, JEAN
manding Officer during the Battle
Insurance Company, retiring in
Passed away in November 1997.
of Ortona, Marjorie passed away
1979.
Jean was the wife of Ken McKenin Victoria, B.C., on March 23,
sie, deceased earlier.
HAWRYLUK, MICHAEL
1998. Marjorie was a Lady MemROBINSON, SERGEANT
Passed away October 29, 1998, ber of the B.C. Branch of the
ARTHUR WELLINGTON
in Edmonton. Michael was a
Association.
member of the Edmonton Branch
Passed away 29 April 1998 in
LUCAS, SERGEANT
of" the Association.
Edmonton, Alberta, at age 80. Art
WILLIAM
served with The Loyal Edmonton
HEATH,ROY
Passed away July 29, 1998, in Regiment through World War II,
Of High Prairie, no details
Edmonton, Alberta, at age 56. Bill and was awarded the Netherlands
available.
served with the Regiment in the
early 1960's in the Young Soldiers
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and treasured the Fortyniner.
wounded at Agira, Sicily on 28 July

FROM PAGE
1943. He62
had been a teacher,
Bronze Cross for bravery in action.
He served with 2 PPCLI in Korea,
including Kapyong, and remained
in the regular army until retiring in
1965. Art was a staunch supporter
of the 49th Battalion, The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment Association,
and representatives of the Association and the serving unit attended
his funeral in St. Albert, Alberta,
where he resided until shortly
before his death in hospital at
Edmonton.
SAVILLE, LIEUTENANT
JOHN MAXWELL
Passed away 20 April 1998 in
Creston, BC, at age 85. John was

TURNER, LUCRETIA "DOT"
Passed away October 4, 1998, ag
87. Wife of Peter, deceased earlier.
Dot was a lady member of the
Edmonton Branch of the Association.

farmer and insurance salesman
before the war. After the war he
graduated in Veterinary Medicine
from the University of Guelph in
1949, and practiced in the WainWATTS, EARLE
wright area until 1966. Dr. Saville
Of High Prairie, no details
then became a Veterinary Inspector
available.
in B.C. and retired in Creston in
1977. He was a member of the B.C.
WR1GHT, GEOFFREY
Branch until his death.
Passed away on October 12,
1998, at age 80.
SOUCHAN, MATT
Of High Prairie, no details
YEZ, ELI
available.
Passed away August 19, 1998, at
West
Cove, Alberta, at age 79
THADEI, LOUIE
years.
Eli was a member of the
Passed away August 8, 1998,
Edmonton
Branch of the Associaafter a long illness. He was a
tion.
member of the Edmonton Branch
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Novell. Microsoft
No organization is better equipped or more experienced than Network Learning
Masters in helping you solve your information technology needs.

Real Certification
Real Authorized Testing

Real Placement Opportunities
Real I.T. Solutions
Real Authorized Training

MicrosoftEianiaNovell,
we have the knowledge . . .
we have the experience . . .
we have the team
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